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The Effectiveness of Economic Controls:   
The Early Postwar Years in Japan 
 
Part II: Political Economy of Economic Controls 
 
By Yoshiro Miwa & J. Mark Ramseyer 
 
  Abstract:  Despite the many economic studies documenting the problems governments face in 
trying to control or guide economic growth, the literature on postwar Japan posits an exception:  
during the first three years after World War II, the Japanese government (working with the Allied 
occupation) effectively promoted growth.  Through a variety of price, quantity and import controls 
(collectively called the "keisha seisan hoshiki," or the "priority production method"), it boosted 
production in several vital industries -- most prominently coal and steel. 
  This did not happen.  The early postwar Japanese government merely continued the controls it 
had used during wartime.  Those controls had not promoted growth during the war, and they did 
not promote it after.  Instead, they simply created the predictable combination of official shortages 
and black-market supplies.   
  By the late 1940s the economy started to revive, but it did not revive because of these 
command schemes.  Instead, it revived because these bureaucrats abandoned their attempts at 
control.  They did not abandon the controls because of any change of heart.  Instead, they 
abandoned them because voters made them abandon the controls.  In 1948 Japanese voters threw 
out their socialist coalition cabinet and installed the predecessor to the modestly right-of-center 
governments that would rule Japan for the next half century.  That government then ended the 
controls and imposed monetary discipline. 
  Crucially, the Japanese government did not shift economic policy because of any pressure 
from Washington.  Instead, it shifted from socialist-oriented controls to a more market-oriented 
approach before the Washington shift (symbolized by Dodge's arrival) usually credited with the 
transformation.  Before then, interventionist American bureaucrats had dominated occupation 
policy, and backed the growth-retarding controls implemented by the Japanese government.   
  The dynamics between the occupation bureaucracy and the Japanese government are crucial.  
During the early post-war years, interventionist bureaucrats ran the Allied occupation.  Similarly 
interventionist Japanese officials had then used pressure from those Allied bureaucrats to hold at 
bay their domestic rivals who (having seen first-hand the failure of economic controls during the 
war) hoped to dismantle the wartime control structure.  During the first years of the occupation, 
these interventionists successfully kept the controls in tact -- but brought about an economic 
disaster.  Under strong electoral pressure, in 1948 their non-interventionist rivals prevailed.   
Shortly thereafter (crucially -- thereafter, not before), non-interventionists in Washington forced a 
similar shift in Allied policy as well. 
  All this should put in perspective the role that the Allied occupation played in the Japanese 
recovery.  Fundamentally, occupation bureaucrats did not promote economic recovery; during the 
early post-war years, they dramatically retarded it.  Japan did not grow because of occupation 
policy; it grew in spite of it.  And the shift toward healthier economic policies did not begin in 
Washington; it began among Japanese voters, and began in opposition to Washington.  
  We begin by showing the ineffectiveness of the "priority production method" and the 
intellectual origins of the myth of its efficacy (Sections 2-3).  To make the point in more detail, we 
take the coal industry as a case study (Section 4).  We then turn to the electoral determinants of 
Japanese policy (Section 5), and conclude by exploring the effect of the occupation (Section 6).    
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[5-1].  鎝邧陀譋 
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迪芵芽腂1946 鑎 2 貎苌诠靚诙譽酛鉵韟腁郭賣閨覿野跴諮陻靶赪苉諮苃芢芽 1946 鑎 3 貎苌
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苉躊苩苜苅苌觟鋶苉芨芢苄覿詩里豮腜賶鋨覿詩苍 3 鍸釥芫芭觼鋹芳苪芽腂3.3 覿詩里豮
腩1946 鑎 3 貎腪腁 7 貎遖覿詩里豮腩1947 鑎 7 貎腪腁闢邳覿詩里豮腩1948 鑎 6 貎腪苌 3 鍸苅
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韟腁辈閪苉苂芢苄苍腵轉郭賣苌躖釔苉野辈芵趑隯邶誈苌裛躝芨苦苑裀鋨苰遽苩腶苆芢芤軯
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3  鋊辤蹙识迈釥遢誯陛銲趸觛[1965腁441 闅]腂 
4  芻苪芼苪苌觼鋹苌鏠靥鎙苉苂芢苄苍鋊辤蹙识迈釥遢誯陛銲趸觛[1965腁442-44 闅]苰蹑迆腂    4
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8  鋊辤蹙识迈釥遢誯陛銲趸觛[1965腁439-40 闅]苰蹑迆腂   5



















苪苰郪雥苉鉓鎖芷苩靌韍苈銆邕酧遄芪镋靶芾苆芳苪腁 1946 鑎 3 貎 1 鏺腵诙譽豯跏野跴陻閔腶
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12  鎯鑎 5 貎 31 鏺苉 ESS 閨覿鎝邧鑺讋觛銷苧芪鏺陻遬譌軒鉣苆觯販芵 GHQ 苌裓購苰裈覺
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苠陝英苅芢苈芩苁芽花苆芪鑷豩苰苈芵苄芢芽苆芢苭苪苩腂苠苁苆苠腁4 貎 25 鏺苌轏譣襀譣
裵酉讓苅鏺陻軐觯鍽芪釦 1 鍽苌鉮裊苰詬鎾芵腁軐觯鍽苰銆道苆芵芽顁鞧鏠詴苌邬鞧腩6 貎 1
鏺腪芪靜酺芳苪苩觟鋶苌 5 貎 1 鏺苉裀陻苌詧釥训覻芪軀費芵芽腂 
裀陻苌詧釥训覻苍腁2 貎 6 鏺苌 GHQ ESS 苌铱賶躮詯辑苉躦芳苪芽闻遪苉銉軀苉轝苁芽
苠苌苅芠苩腂14 
 




苍腁花苌辑諈苉苂芢苄腵ESS 鏠閔苅苍 1 鑎裈迣苠銼郚鎝邧苌邥铱苰苟芮苁苄野鞧芪醱芢芽
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鎖躞苌 GHQ 顊鎭觛銷苅芠苩腂 
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質雳苍鎯辑 174-76 闅芠苩芢苍裀陻[1994腁釦 1 說腁214 闅裈覺]苰蹑迆腂 
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鍣苍腁苢苁苏苨覽苆芩芵苈芫苡芢芩英苆芢芤苌苅腅腅腅腶腂 Ross 苍 ESS 鎝豶銲趸觛銷苅芠
苩腂Marquat 苍花苌觼詶苉芠苜苨鑍道苅苈芩苁芽苦芤苅芠苩腂裀陻詧釥训覻苰讁苟苩 Ross





























鑎 2 貎 10 鏺苉醍身遅芵芽芩苧腁芻苌醶醱諺諔苍苭芸芩苉 8 莕貎训苉芷芬苈芩苁芽腂 1510 貎

























                                                   
15闐蹒鏠詴醍身遅腩1948 鑎 2 貎腪苉苦苁苄顡鍣銷誯芪釞鑃芵芽腂顁鎮芵苄鍳鞯芪釞鑃芵腁
賣鑃苰貈苟苩花苆苈芭 8 貎 1 鏺苉裏裵觯芪鑰蹾芳苪芽腂論顁芵苄荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁155
闅裈覺]苰蹑迆腂 















躖苍腁遖芵芢隯諔鉣里苉裸芫豰芪苪芽腂郎鉙鎝邧觯苍腁觰蹕隽韟苰釒芽芸苉 1946 鑎 5 貎

















                                                   
17  陫詃鎹鉙赺譄酄誔躮觯軐闒[1958腁744 闅裈覺]苉苦苩腂芳苜芴苜苈鑺鉙譀赜觼詶裄苉苂
芢苄苍腁鎯腁747-53 闅苰蹑迆腂 
18  腵豘軎邶蹙腶邭跴苌荘荞腛荧芪 1947 鑎 1 貎 1 鏺腁鏺陻軐觯鍽芪釦 1 鍽苉苈苁芽醍酉讓
芪 4 貎 25 鏺腁裀陻苌詧釥训覻軀費芪 5 貎 1 鏺腁闐蹒鏠詴邬鞧芪 6 貎 1 鏺苅芠苁芽腂   11
腅 賶軐苌郝鞧苍陀鞥苉苦苨腁芻苌諺賀苍韕躞閨躑軹讋銲邮陀苆鎯裪諺賀苆芷苩腂 













苂芢苄苍躟苌 3 鍟苉銍雚芷苩镋靶芪芠苩腂19 
 
腩1腪 郭躞鎝邧覺苌郎鉙鎝邧觯苍腁郭讵苌貃闏鎙苉苦苩諂讫述貏腩邧雱述貏腪苌闏覻苉
苠芩芩苭苧芸軀躿鍉苉闏赘芳苪苈芢苙苇跅鍋邫芪 robust 苈酉釰苅芠苁芽腂 
腩2腪 鎝邧觯鎙苌醶醱苰鑆苟苈芢鎙苌 GHQ 苌闻遪芪邧雱苆芵苄鋇见芳苪芽迳讵覺苅苌
跅鍋苈酉釰芪鑺讋譀赜觼酐讦譣觯苌鎚遜苆芵苄苜苆苜苁芽腂 





鑰芪蹮苜苁芽腂酑躟苉鑺鉙賶鉣苌軦袵鉙苌铍裍苰讷苟腁1949 鑎 9 貎 15 鏺苉鑺鉙賶鉣鑰蹾
苉適英芾腂芳苧苉 1950 鑎 5 貎 2 鏺苉腵韕躞郎鉙赺识談鞝陀腶芪鑰蹾芳苪腩趑談鑰蹾腪腁 7
貎 1 鏺苌腵蹷鋨邶蹙躑跞誄鎖譋醥腶苌裪閔觼邳苆腵郎鉙譹苑荒腛荎荘铌钄识軒鍯類譋鋶腶
苌鑰蹾苰賶镺芵腁醦鏺蹻赳芵芽腂花花苉郎鉙苌趑视鎝邧苍誮酓苉鍐鑰芳苪芽腂20 
鑺鉙賶鉣鑰蹾銼酏腩1949 鑎 3 貎~6 貎腪苉銆覛豯跏銲趸銡芪軀蹻芵芽腵鑺鉙赳邭諄趸腶苌
靶雱苍腁躟苌鏠靥苌譌轱苰諜苞腂 






























閁鋊酉讓陀腩 1945 鑎陀 43 趆腪苉苦苨腁長遬苉酉讓負芪鑆苟苧苪腁鑎韮邧賀芪 20 跎裈迣腩轝
鞈苍 25 跎裈迣腪苆苈苁芽苆芢芤遖芽苈迳讵覺苅腁苙苆英苇芪郭賣邶苜苪苌邭鍽芪鎊镛軒苌




閔苆趇鎯芵苄 1948 鑎 3 貎 15 鏺苉隯軥躩青鍽苰貋邬芵腁芳苧苉腁 1949 鑎 3 貎 8 鏺苉隯軥鍽
苌閪韴苉苦苁苄邶苜苪芽隯軥顁鞧鑨苆趇鎯芵苄 1950 鑎 3 貎 1 鏺苉躩青鍽苆鍽隼闏赘芵芽腂
22 
 
                                                   
21  裀陻[1994腁釦 6 說腁416-17 闅]腂 
22  鋒闒[1966腁333 闅]苌腵郭賣邭鍽闏酊遽腶苰蹑迆腂   13
† 釦 2 镜.  轏譣襀譣裵酉讓苉芨芯苩詥鍽苌詬鎾譣郈邔苆鎾镛鞦 
釦㈲觱⠪ 邭鍽隼 適闠 躩青 軐觯 顊鑟 认蹙 讦鎯 辔鑨 隳辊醮 豶
ㄹ㐶⸴⸱ 詬鎾譣郈邔 㤴 ㄴ 㤲 ㄴ ㌸ 㠱 㐶
鎾镛鞦腩▁ ㄸ⸷ ㈴⸴ ㄷ⸸ ㌮ ㌮ ㄱ⸷ ㈰⸴ ㄰〮
釦㈳觱 邭鍽隼 隯軥
ㄹ㐷⸴⸲ 詬鎾譣郈邔 ㄲ ㄳ ㄴ ㈹ ㈵ ㄳ 㐶
鎾镛鞦腩▁ ㈵⸰ ㈶⸹ ㈶⸲ ㌮ 㜮 㔮 㔮 ㄰〮
釦㈴觱 邭鍽隼 隯躩
ㄹ㐹⸱⸲ 詬鎾譣郈邔 㘹 ㈶ 㐸 ㌵ ㄴ ㄷ ㄲ 㐶
鎾镛鞦腩▁ ㄵ⸷ 㐳⸹ ㄳ⸵ ㈮ 㤮 ㌮ 㔮 㘮 ㄰〮
釦㈵觱 邭鍽隼 觼適 躩青 趶軐 襅軐
ㄹ㔲⸱〮 詬鎾譣郈邔 㠵 ㈴ 㔴 㔷 ㄹ 㐶




花苌镜苉論顁芵苄躟苌 5 鍟芪轤靶苅芠苩腂 
 
腩1腪 闐蹒顁鞧鏠詴苌邬鞧苉譁貋芵芽釦 23 觱醍酉讓苅腁鏺陻軐觯鍽芪釦 1 鍽苌跀苉轁
芢芽腂芵芩芵腁軐觯鍽苌譣郈詬鎾邔苍 143腩酓譣郈邔苌 30.7%腪苅芠苨腁躩青鍽
苌 131腁隯軥鍽苌 121 苰苭芸芩苉迣觱苩苉芷芬苈芩苁芽腂軐觯鍽苌鎾镛鞦 26.2%
苍腁躩青鍽苌鎾镛鞦苰覺觱苨腁隯軥鍽苌鎾镛鞦苰苭芸芩苉迣觱苩苉芷芬苈芩苁芽腂 












腩4腪 闐蹒鏠詴芩苧袰鍣鏠詴苌芢苭苤苩腵銆鎹鏠詴腶苌躞釣苌賣苉軀蹻芳苪芽釦 24 觱
                                                   
23  軐觯鍽鍽軱苰軱铇苆芷苩 3 鍽顁鞧邭負苌鉡邶苉苍躟苌鑀芫躖迮芪鑷豩苆芵苄譀鑜芵芽腂
花苌醍酉讓苍 2 貎 7 鏺苌 MacArthur 苌蹷躦苉苦苩腂躩青鍽苆適闠鍽苰趇鎯芳芹苦芤苆芢芤
適闠鍽閼貴醍跙苌遜芵鏼苪苰躩青鍽譧鍣醍跙芪讑铛芵芽芽苟腁躩青鍽苌裪閔腩譣裵 9 遬腪
苢趑隯讦鎯鍽苌裪閔腩鎯 15 遬腪苈苇芪適闠鍽苆趇里芵苄隯軥鍽苰貋邬腩3 貎 31 鏺腪芷苩
苆芢芤鎮芫芪芠苁芽腂隯軥鍽苍腁貋邬躞 145 遬苌轏譣襀釦裪鍽芩苧醍酉讓賣苌 121 遬苆苈
苨腁釦蹏鍽苉鞎芿芽腂趑隯讦鎯鍽苍貋邬躞腩3 貎 8 鏺腪苌轏譣襀譣郈邔 78 苅芠苁芽芪腁芻
苌裪閔芪隯軥鍽苉鞬苪腁醍酉讓苌貋觊苍 29 苆苈苁芽腂躩青鍽苍譣郈苰貸苧芵芽苠苌苌腁鎯
芶闛軧鑨苌隯軥鍽苆顁鞧芷苪苎觟钼邔苰裛躝芵苄邭負苰軧苩花苆芪苅芫芽腂芵芩芵腁譧鍣
苍雬苉覺苩花苆苰貈裓芵腁5 貎 20 鏺醍身遅芵芽腂3 鍽顁鞧苌遖鏠詴苌邬鞧苍 6 貎 1 鏺苅芠




腩5腪 1955 鑎 2 貎 27 鏺苌釦 27 觱轏譣襀譣裵酉讓苌賣苉腁趶襅軐觯鍽芪趇鎯芵苄鏺陻
軐觯鍽芪鉡邶芵腁躟芢苅躩青鍽苆隯軥鍽芪趇鎯芵苄躩青隯軥鍽芪鉡邶芵芽腂1955
鑎苌醍酉讓躞苌隯軥鍽苆躩青鍽苌鎾镛鞦苌趇豶 63.2%苍釦 23 觱芩苧 25 觱苌 3 邭
鍽苌趇豶鎾镛鞦苆釥趷苈芢腩 1947 鑎苌釦 23 觱苅 58.9%腪芵腁 1958 鑎 5 貎苆 1960






1945 鑎 11 貎 2 鏺苌鏺陻軐觯鍽貋鍽釥觯苌赪韌苆邭跴苍腁3 苂苌腵赪韌腶苌釦 2 苉腵苭芪
鍽苍躑陻軥譠苰鑲芵腁軐觯軥譠苰鉦赳芵腁苠苁苄趑隯邶誈苌裀鋨苆購迣苰諺芷腶苰豦芰腁腵裪















                                                   
24  鏺陻軐觯鍽[1966腁7腁71腁84 闅]腂 
25  鏺陻軐觯鍽[1966腁87 闅]腂闐蹒鏠詴苌邅鉊辤赈釥遢腩軐觯鍽腪苍腁Marquat 诇銷苰镜豨
陋離芵芽跛苉腁Cohen 顊鎭觛銷苉苠鉙赺趑靌覻苌軀費苉讦韍苰讁苟芽腂邅鉊苍腁1937 鑎苉
Clement Attlee 苉觯苁苄裈鞈腁荃荍莊荘顊鎭鍽苌鑍音苈蹞铼軒芾苁芽腩荒腛荇莓腁覺腁144
闅腪腂 1940 鑎钭醫苌 Churchill 鏠詴苉 Attlee腩閛軱醊腪苰諜苞詴鞻苰软芵苄芢芽顊鎭鍽苍
1945 鑎 7 貎苌醍酉讓苅觟钼邔苰詬鎾芵苄顊鎭鍽鏠詴苰钭醫芳芹芽腂趢鏯苈迳讵覺苅芠苁芽
苉苠芩芩苭苧芸諩遽芵芽邭跴苌苙苆英苇苰軀費芵芽腩Cairncross腁1992腁p.86腪苆芳苪苩  15
芤苢芭邬鞧芵芽韕躞郎鉙赺识談鞝陀苌賶镺苍1947鑎12貎20鏺腁蹻赳苍1948鑎4貎1鏺腁
釦 1 躟苌 42 蹷鋨鉙赺苌貈鋨芪 6 貎 11 鏺腁釦 2 躟苌貈鋨苍 10 貎 4 鏺苅芠苁芽腂諔苠苈芭
郎鉙鎝邧苌鍐鑰芪顢釨苉苈苨費軀覻芵芽腩鑺鉙賶鉣苌觰蹕芪 1949 鑎 9 貎腪腂蹻赳諺諔 3 鑎




闐蹒鏠詴苍 1947 鑎 6 貎 1 鏺苉钭醫芵芽腂10 鏺賣苌 6 貎 11 鏺苉鏠詴芪钭镜芵芽腵豯跏诙
譽野跴腶苍腵趑视跠邭苍郔躚苰苂苃芯腁轤靶諩识苠郔躚苉苈苢苝腁趑隯苌视豶苠苜芽郔躚
苉诪芵英苅芢苩苌芪苭芪趑豯跏苌費迳苅芠苩腶苆芢芤醽芭苌趑隯苉譌覯芳苪苩閶迍苅蹮苜















覻苉苦苁苄 250 障遬苌顊鎭軒芪賶隱裵苉苈苁芽芪腁'There was no very apparent gain in 
efficiency, no revolution in industrial relations, no real reinforcement on the 
government's grip on the economy'腩鎯腁p.78腪苆镝覿芳苪苩迳讵芾苁芽腂郭賣苌荃荍莊荘
鍓赼识苆趑靌覻邭跴苆苌論顁苉苂芢苄苍腁Owen[1999腁Chapter 6]苰蹑迆腂 
26  陫詃鎹鉙赺譄酄誔躮觯軐闒[1958]835 闅腂荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁155 闅]苍腵陀鞥芪費軀苉
賸韍苰钭諶芵苈芩苁芽腅腅腅陀鞥苌覺苅苈英苧芩苌軀躿鍉苈赳鎮芪苆苧苪芽苆芢芤譌覯苠
苈芢腂軐觯腜隯軥鞼鍽苌顁鞧鏠詴芪鍼苪腁1948 鑎 3 貎苉隯軥腜軐觯鞼鍽苌顁鞧鏠詴苉軦苁
苄釣苭苁芽苆芫苉腁邅鉊芪辤赈醊苉跄苑轁鑃芵芽芪腁花苌轁鑃覉郠苅苠腁芻苌賣苌譌軒觯
販苅苠腁鉙赺苌趑视談鞝苉苍貾譹芷苧芵苈芩苁芽腶苆譌芵芽腂 
27  花苌閶迍苍腁7 貎 4 鏺苉賶镜芳苪芽腷豯跏軀醊闱趐辑腸腩豯跏裀鋨陻閔腂腷釦 1 觱豯跏钒
辑腸苆苠賄苎苪苩腪苌苠苌苆芵苄銘隼苅芠苩芪腁腷闱趐辑腸苌腵貋質腶苉醱芢苄軻類芳苪芽
腵豯跏诙譽野跴腶苌苠苌苅芠苩腂 
28  芽苆芦苎腁腵 7 酓趑苉苭芽苁苄邳迭苈鑺讋镩苉苦苧苈芢鞿鞝鍘腁裹遈鍘苈苇苌襣识苰苢
苟芳芹苩腶芪軀赳芳苪腁腵鎌讞芾芯苅苠 7 障責苠苌裹遈鍘芪苐芵苟芢苄芢苩趡苅苍苆芤苄芢
遍芶芪芽芢花苆芾芪腁1947-48 鑎苌諛 1 鑎諔苉苭芽苁苄鏺陻銆苌莌荘荧莉莓芪闂趽芳苪芽腶
腩荒腛荇莓腁1983腁覺腁135 闅腪腂    16
野跴腶苌銆道苉邘芦芽花苆苆腁芻苌鍞隖苅芠苩腂 
鞬鋊苌赌铍苈鎝邧腁芳苧苉芻苌芽苟苌賶鉣闻躮苌鎱鏼苍腁軐觯鍽貋鍽釥觯腩1945 鑎 11
貎 2 鏺腪苌赪韌苆邭跴腁釦 2 觱鍽釥觯腩1946 鑎 9 貎 28 鏺腪苌裪铊邭跴腁1947 鑎 4 貎苌醍








裀陻[1994腁釦 5 說腁豯跏鎝邧 2]苉花苌貏苉銼郚論苭苩閶辑芪 2 貏軻類芳苪苄芢苩腂芢芸
苪苌鏺镴苠 1947 鑎 9 貎 3 鏺苅芠苨腁腵賶鉣遖郝苉論芷苩荽腛荊荢荧腁顡鍣腁邅鉊鞼釥遢觯
販靶蹼腶腩閶辑 1腪苆腵1947 鑎 9 貎 3 鏺镴荽腛荊荢荧釣辫钭顡鍣銷誯袶賶鉣遖郝離釨苉論芷
苩铱賶躮詯辑腶腩閶辑 2腪苅芠苩腂閶辑 2 苍腁閶辑 1 苉靶雱芳苪芽觯販躞苉軨賰芳苪芽苠苌











[5-3]苉販芽鑀芭腁郭賣鏺陻苉芨芯苩腵賶鉣腶闻躮鎱鏼苍腁1946 鑎 12 貎 11 鏺苌 GHQ 詯
辑腵韕躞閨躑軹讋銲邮陀苌覺苉芨芯苩鎝邧闻躮苉論芷苩貏腶芪腁隯諔苉苍鎝邧迣苌譀鑜苰
裪郘鑆苟芸腁邭镻譀論苆芵苄苌鑺讋賶軐腩賶軐腁賶鉣腪郝鞧苌闻購苰难苧芩苉芵芽花苆苰
豟譀苆芷苩腂1947 鑎 3 貎 31 鏺苉邬鞧芵芽鑺鉙賶鉣陀苉諮芢苄 6 貎 1 鏺苉郝鞧芳苪芽鑺鉙
                                                   
29  鏺陻軐觯鍽[1966腁7-8腁74-76腁84-85腁90-95 闅]腂腷豯跏軀醊闱趐辑腸苉苠鍯迪芵苈芢腂 









芽苟腁6 貎 11 鏺苌腵豯跏诙譽野跴腶苆芵苄賶鉣邧鍸苌郝鉵苰鏺陻邭镻芪钭镜芵芽苆芫腁鎖
诇軒芽芿苍酯軨苰迣芰苄誽豽芵芽腂腵豯跏裀鋨陻閔苉诎苟苩鏺陻苌軐觯鍽豮荇荒荭荾荘荧腶
苍花苌花苆苉轜閪譃苃芢苄芢芽腂316 貎钼苎芩苧腁賶鉣苌軀釔芨苦苑芻苌諫貯邫苉論芷苩論
道芪 GHQ 鏠閔苅趂苜苁芽苆芢芤腂 

















                                                   
















[5-5].  苈芺腵鋊鑏腶苆芵苄軳芯鏼苪苧苪芽芩腈腆軹靶苆讟讋 
 
[腵鋊郠腶腵鋊鑏腶苌豠邬莁荊荪荙莀腆軹靶苆讟讋] 





























                                                                                                                                                     
苩貋觊苉苈苩苆閪芩苁芽腶腩荒腛荇莓腁覺腁165 闅腪芩苧腁賶鉣赜酺苉钽野芷苩醤苉觱苁芽
苌苅芠苩腂花苌鍝誷苉苍腁花苆苌轤釥芳苉譃苃芢芽迣蹩苌詥觛觛銷苉野芷苩鎭芫芩芯芪镋
































                                                   
33  蹏韖腅莉莀荕荃莄[2002腁xi-xii 闅]腂 
34  蹏韖腅莉莀荕荃莄[2002腁517-20 闅]苰蹑迆腂 
35  迚芵芭苍腁莉莀荕荃莄[2002]腁苆苨苭芯釦4迍苰蹑迆腂苦苨諈鉐苉苍腁 Miwa and Ramseyer 
[2003]苰蹑迆腂 










趸裏裵觯闱趐腪腸芪 1946 鑎 9 貎苉誧赳芳苪芽腩詏隱迈銲趸诇[1946]腁裈覺腷闱趐腸腪腂腵詏隱
迈銲趸诇苌裏迺苉諮芫遖躖釔苉醦芷苩詏賰苌諮鋪苆芵苄苌鏺陻豯跏苌諮陻鍉鑣袬苉躑芷苩
雚鍉苰裈苄 1945 鑎 8 貎裈赾陻鑎 3 貎苜苅雱 40 觱苉顪苨詊跃芹苧苪芽鏁闊銲趸裏裵觯苉覗
芯苩貤讆鎢譣苌貋觊苰軦鍚苟芽腶苠苌苅芠苨腁1946 鑎 3 貎苉覼裳跼苉镴芵芽苠苌苉腁詥闻
雊苌铡镝苆芻苌賣苌貤讆苉諮苃芫裪閔见镍鋹邳苰见芦芽苠苌苅芠苩腂38 






腩3腪芳苧苉腁1941 鑎 1 貎苉蹮苜苁芽腵諩触襀躖貏腶苅躡裀裛躝陀裡钽苅貟讓芳苪芽莁莓




                                                   
37  釥醠迈镓鑎蹪闒轗躺[1966腁76-79 闅]苰蹑迆腂陸[2001]苍腁腵闐蹒鏠詴闶觳苌鞝青苉苍苍
苁芫苨芵苈芢苆花苫芪芠苩腶苆芵苈芪苧苠腁銼郚苌豟譀苉苈苁芽銆顊裏苌銲鋢裄苉轝苁苄









40  釥鏠閺襱腁靌赌隤腁顥醺譠醾顙苌 3 讳軶苅芠苩腂豯跏詷閔閔诇蹪闒轗裏裵觯[1985腁98
















腷闱趐腸苌諮陻鍉苈赬芦闻芪进銥鍉苉費苪苩苌苍腵賣闑 鏺陻豯跏跄貚苌闻跴腶腵釦 1 迍






                                                   
41  銆醺[1990腁ii 闅  ]苉苦苪苎腁釥鞈趲閐顙苆賣鎡靟鑖辕芪鑳郭酏芩苧諩触芵苄芢芽郭賣豯
跏苌貤讆觯芪误里覻芵芽苠苌苅芠苩腂 
42  21 隼苌芤芿 11 隼芪釥詷讳軶苅芠苨 1 隼腩襆雬赏醠腪芪赵蹴苅芠苁芽腂 
43  釦 1 觱腷豯跏钒辑腸苍鍳鞯芪銆道苆苈苁苄躷镍芵芽腂釦 2 觱芩苧釦 5 觱苌鉓鎖觛銷腩鏠
趑銲趸觛銷腪苍釥鞈苅芠苨腁釦 6 觱芩苧釦 8 觱苆釦 10 觱芩苧釦 12 觱苌鉓鎖觛銷苍賣鎡苅
芠苁芽腂苂苜苨腁花苌腷闱趐腸苰躷镍芵芽 4 隼苌芤芿苌 2 隼芪腁釦 2 觱芩苧釦 12 觱苌芤芿
釦 9 觱苰辜芭 10 觱腁苂苜苨 10 鑎諔苉苭芽苁苄腷豯跏钒辑腸苌躷镍苌銆道苉裊鉵芵芽腂 
44  銆醺[1990腁xv 闅]腂 































                                                   






苅芠苁芽腂詧轛训覻芳苪芽裀陻苌課閔芪轁鑃芵芽銼賣苌 1947 鑎 7 貎苉誯陛躟銷苌裮靴苰銆
道苉腵銷諺豯跏豶触課躖觯腶芪郝芯苧苪苄腵豯跏閜讻豶触腶苌鞧裄芪荘荞腛荧芵芽腂跬邬





豶触苌跴鋨苍辺顡 31 鑎苌钵蹒鏠詴躞釣苌腷豯跏躩鞧 5 莕鑎豶触腸苜苅軀費芵苈芩苁芽花苆
苍苦芭芵苧苪苄芢苩腂芵芩芵腁芻苌鑪诇苌酏苉腷豯跏閜讻豶触腸芪芽苇苁芽醫苇苨苠苜芽腁
辺顡 22腠24 鑎鎖躞苌鏺陻豯跏苌诪鏯苰进銥芷苩芩苌苦芤苅芠苁芽腂腶閜誈芵芽 腵豯跏躩鞧 5
莕鑎豶触腶裈赾苌銷諺腩豯跏腪豶触芪軀躿鍉苉轤釥苈雰誄苰觊芽芵芽苆芷苩腵鋊鑏腶腵鋊郠腶
苌賫觰苉苂芢苄苍腁蹏韖腅莉莀荕荃莄[2002腁128-31 闅]苰蹑迆腂   23
镴貾芷苗芫苍腁腷闱趐腸苍腁腵豶触覻苌辀铵腶苆釨芵苄腵豶触苌軷鞧苉苍達轤苈辀铵芪镋























苍醶醱芵芽芪腁腵豶触覻腶苆貋苑苂芯苧苪芽苌苅苍苈芢腂'the government provided no very 
coherent explanation of how the controls were intended to fit together or how long they 
were intended to last. There was much talk of planning but no published plan. The 
economy moved from one economic crisis to another in a way that seemed to make 






                                                   


















醽邔芪郏诉鍉苉蹞鎯芵芽苆赬芦苩苗芫鞝青苍苈芢腂   25
[6].  部韌邭跴苆鏺陻邭镻苌邭跴 
 
[6-1].  部韌覺苌鏺陻邭镻 
 
[部韌腁部韌邭跴腁鏺陻邭镻苌腵邭跴腶] 
1945 鑎 8 貎 15 鏺苌郭醈轉貋芩苧 1952 鑎 4 貎 28 鏺苌野鏺赵顡钭賸苜苅苌苙苚 7 鑎諔苉
苭芽苁苄腁鏺陻苍顁趇趑苌部韌覺苉鉵芩苪芽腂花苌花苆苉苦苨腁腵豘軎邶蹙腶邭跴苌躞諺苰
諜苟腁部韌諺諔銆苌鏺陻邭镻苌邭跴苍貵芵芢邧雱苰軳芯芽腂陻郟苅苍腁腵豘軎邶蹙腶邭跴苰































部韌苌酏鋱苆苈苁芽 Potsdam Declaration (July 26, 1945)苌 7 趀苆 12 趀苉苦苪苎腁部韌
雚鍉苆轉鞹苌述貏苍躟苌鋊苨苅芠苩腂50 
 
  (7) Until such a new order [of peace, security and justice] is established and until 
there is convincing proof that Japan's war-making power is destroyed, points in 
Japanese territory to be designated by the Allies shall be occupied to secure the 
achievement of the basic objectives we are here setting forth.   
  (12) The occupying forces of the Allies shall be withdrawn from Japan as soon as these 
objectives have been accomplished and there has been established in accordance 





(11) Japan shall be permitted to maintain such industries as will sustain her economy 
and permit the exaction of just reparations in kind, but not those which would 
enable her to re-arm for war. To this end, access to, as distinguished from control 
of raw materials shall be permitted. Eventual Japanese participation in world 
trade relations shall be permitted.   
 
諮陻闻遪苰误里覻芵芽諮陻閶辑苍躟苌 2 鍟苅芠苩腂 
(1)  United States Initial Post Defeat Policy Relating to Japan, SWNCC 150/3, August 
22, 1945.  腩譀隧閶辑苅芠苨腁荁莁莊荊邭镻芪賶镜芵芽苌苍 9 貎 22 鏺苅芠苩腂腪  
(2)  Basic Directives for Post-Surrender Military Government in Japan Proper, 
JCS-1380/15, November 3, 1945.   
 
諮陻閶辑腩 1腪苌苈芩苅苆苨苭芯銍雚苉鉬芷苩苌苍腁 躟苌 2 鍟苆躟趀苅苓苪苩 International 
Trade and Financial Relations 苌閔閪苌 3 鍟苅芠苩腂51 
 
(1)  The occupation forces will be under the command of a Supreme Commander 
                                                   
50  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁151 闅]腂 
51  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁64-67 闅]腂SWNCC 苍 State-War-Navy Coordinating 
Committee 苌鞪迌苅芠苩腂   27
designated by the United States. Although every effort will be made, …, to arrive 
at policies which will satisfy the principal Allied powers, in the event of any 
differences of opinion among them, the authority of the United States will be 
decisive. 
(2)  The authority of Emperor and the Japanese Government will be subject to the 
Supreme Commander who will possess all powers to effectuate the surrender 
terms and to carry out  the United States policies during the p eriod of his 
responsibility. … [T]he Japanese government will be permitted, under his [the 
Supreme Commander] instructions, to exercise the normal powers of government 
in matters of administration. … The policy is to use existing form of Government 
in Japan, not to support it. 
 
諮陻閶辑腩 2腪 苅苆苨苭芯銍裓苰靶芷苩苌苍腁 2. The Basis and Scope of Military Authority
苆 13.苌芻苪芼苪躟苌閔閪苅芠苩腂52 
 
 (2) …In addition to the conventional powers of a military occupant of enemy territory, 
you have the power to take any steps deemed advisable and proper by you to 
effectuate the surrender and the provisions of the Potsdam Declaration.   
 (13) You will not assume any responsibility for the economic rehabilitation of Japan or 
the strengthening of the Japanese economy. You will make it clear to the Japanese 
people that: 
a. You assume no obligations to maintain, or have maintained, any particular 
standard of living in Japan, and 
b. That the standard of living will depend upon the thoroughness with which 
Japan rids itself of all militaristic ambitions, redirects the use of its human and 
natural resources wholly and solely for purposes of peaceful living, administers 
adequate economic and financial controls, and cooperates with the occupying 
forces and the governments they represent. 
It is not the policy of the United States to prevent the eventual achievement by 
the Japanese working effort and resources of conditions of living in Japan 




                                                   





[部韌覺苌鏺陻苉芨芯苩腵豯跏鎝邧腶苌鞝觰苌芽苟苌 9 苂苌鞯裓鍟] 
裈迣苌鑀芫諮陻遽躮苉諮芢苄鍗詊芳苪芽部韌覺苌鏺陻苉芨芯苩腵豯跏鎝邧腶苌鍉詭苈鞝
觰苌芽苟苉躟苌 9 鍟苉鞯裓芷苩镋靶芪芠苩腂 
 
腩1腪 荒腛荇莓[1983腁迣腁32-33 闅]苉苦苪苎腁迣苌諮陻閶辑腩2腪花芻芪腵隽韟腶
苅芠苨腁蹑除銷苆铞苌隋鞻芽芿苍 JCS1380/15 苰軳芯軦苩苆腁7,500 質苉苌








軀蹻闻陀苌貈鋨苍腁腵費迪腩'man on the spot'腪53腶苉裏鑃芹芴苩苰芦芸腁芻
苌苦芤苈裏鑃芪鍋郘芾苆赬芦苧苪苄芢苩腂貋觊苆芵苄腁腵費迪腶苉苍釥芫苈跙
韊負芪非芦苧苪苩腂 









蹇苉芷苩腂Washington 邭镻苆鎌讞苌 GHQ 苌諔苉邶芶芽裏鑃苆迮闱荍莃荢
荶苉論顁芷苩辔腵離釨腶苆韞躗苌腵離釨腶芪 GHQ 苆鏺陻邭镻苌諔苉苠邶芶
                                                   
53  Hayek [1945, p.525]腂陻顟閶苌貟鎢苌迅鍟苅芠苩腵豯跏鎝邧腶苅苍腁花苌苦芤苈裏鑃苉
钺芤芳苜芴苜苈腵離釨腶芪苆苨苭芯遛趏苅芠苩腂鏺陻苌郭躞鎝邧苅苠鎯靬苅芠苁芽腂花苌


































                                                   
54  镗辀鍉苈 principal-agent relationship 苅芠苩腂 
55  荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁128-29 闅]腂 

















line 苆芢芤镜費苉銍雚芵腁芻苌裊鉵苃芯苰非芦苩腂Dodge  line 苌裊鉵苃芯苉論芵苄苠轤釥
苈賫觰芪芠苨腁花苌賫觰苍腁腵部韌邭跴腶腁芳苧苉腵豘軎邶蹙腶邭跴苉論苭苩賫觰苆镜鞠裪
里苅芠苩腂腵腷 部韌邭跴腸苌镝覿腶苆釨芵芽[6-7]苍腁釦 6 郟苌諈鉐苈苜苆苟苅芠苩腂 
 

















Occupied 钲芫苌 Japan 顟譣苙苇諔苌钲芯芽腁苓芴芯芽苠苌苍苈芢腶腩韑腁1971腁263 闅腂








芷苩花苆芪苅芫苦芤 腩 腵蹙识跄貚跴苌靶韌腩軐顟腪腶腷 鎌靭豯跏遖闱腸 1945 鑎 9 貎 15 鏺趆腪腂  
  腅腅腅顁趇趑苍郦苉荼荣荟莀郩貾苉芨芢苄苠腁鏺陻苉貋诇趑跛陦裕苰讖芷花苆苰难苧








賣苌苭芪詏趑陦裕腩軐顟腪 腶 腷鎌靭豯跏遖闱腸1945 鑎 10 貎 13 鏺趆腪腂 58 
 
苌芿苉釦 1 躟譧鍣鏠詴苌醠醊苆苈苁芽郎讴鉘蹒苍腁1945 鑎 8 貎 15 鏺苌郭醈轉鞹銼賣苉
裈迣苌鑀芫販鋊芵苰賶镜芵芽腂 591945 鑎 11 貎苉躩青鍽賚離苉轁鑃芵腁1946 鑎 4 貎 10 鏺苌
郭賣辉苌醍酉讓苉躩青鍽芩苧鞧賳闢芵芽芪鞎酉芵芽腂鎌靭豯跏遖闱軐苌軐銷苰身芵苄 5 貎
22 鏺钭醫苌釦 1 躟譧鍣鏠詴醠醊苉轁鑃芵芽腂1947 鑎 4 貎 25 鏺苌醍酉讓苅鎖酉芵芽芪腁5
貎 20 鏺苉譧鍣鏠詴苍醍身遅芵芽腂5 貎 8 鏺苉 GHQ 苦苨郎讴鋇闺苌詯辑芪鏍芫腁5 貎 16 鏺
镴苅鋇闺苆苈苁芽腩賶遅鋇闺觰辜苌賶镜苍 1951 鑎 6 貎 20 鏺腪腂  
郎讴芪 10 貎 13 鏺趆苅貾譹芵芽苌苍腁酏趀苅貾譹芵芽諮陻閶辑(1)躟苌 International 
                                                   
58  銆醺闒腭1995, 241-49 闅腮腂苆苠苉腁郎讴[1970]辊軻腂 
59  轈鍣貧苌覡軨苉鞯苜苁苄芢芽郎讴苉野芵 GHQ ESS 芩苧銼芿苉迣讞芷苩苦芤顁鞍芪鏍芢
芽腂9 貎 30 鏺苉软鎪芵芽郎讴苉野芵腁Kramer 诇銷芪躟苌鑀芭貾难芵芽苆芢芤腂腵躄苍郭酏
芩苧襰閶貎誧躏腷草莊荇莓荞莋腅荇荒荭荾荘荧腸腩 The Oriental Economist 1934 鑎酮誧腪
苌袤鏇軒苅芠苨腁郭躞銆苠鏇英苅芢芽腂芠苈芽苍郭躞銆豒閔苉野赒芵苄顟遷苰銣苁芽誴道
苈遬閨苅芠苩腂邥铱 GHQ 苌芽苟苉軨鍠苁苄苠苧芢芽芢腂芻苌芩苭苨腁遖闱軐苌芽苟苉芠苧
苤苩闖識苰遽苩腂腶讦韍芷苪苎 GHQ 醤苌赬芦闻苰鉭苩花苆芪苅芫苩芵腁GHQ 醤苉野芵苄
醽辭苈苨苆苠躩賈苌販觰苰鎊襥苅芫苩芩苠芵苪苈芢苆赬芦腁 ESS 苌荁荨药荃荕腛苉轁鑃芵腁
鋨諺鍉苉裓販辑苰鋱软芷苩花苆苉苈苁芽腂郎讴[1972, 194-99 闅](腷鉘蹒觱酺腸苌裪閔苅芠
苩腪腂 Kramer 诇銷苍 1945 鑎 12 鏺苉譁趑芵腁Marquat 辭辫芪賣鑃苆苈苨部韌轉貋苜苅距
鑃芵芽腂   32
Trade and Financial Relations 苆釨芳苪芽閔閪苌酏钼苅芠苩腂60 
 
  Japan shall be permitted eventually to resume normal trade relations with the 
rest of the world. During occupation and under suitable controls, Japan will be 
permitted to purchase from foreign countries raw materials and other goods that 
it may need for p eaceful purposes,  and to export goods to pay for approved 
imports. 
  Control is to be maintained over all imports and exports of goods, and foreign 
exchange and financial transactions. Both the policies followed in the exercise of 
these controls and their actual administration shall be subject to the approval and 
supervision of the Supreme Commander in order to make sure that they are not 
contrary to the policies of the occupying authorities, and in particular that all 
foreign purchasing power that Japan may acquire is utilized only for essential 





邭镻苌讖观苰軳芯腁芩苂腁醍蹩韟閔苌詭鑆苰靶芷苩花苆苆苈苁芽腶苌苍苦芤苢芭 1947 鑎 8
貎 15 鏺裈赾苌腵邧賀镴隯諔陦裕跄詊諺腶苆賄苎苪苩躞諺苌花苆苅芠苩腂药荃莄腛苆鏺陻识
軒芪銼郚豟雱芵芤苩遖靁软軨醱芪軀蹻芳苪芽苌苍芻苌 1 鑎賣苅芠苨腁陦裕銡苌讖观苌苝苅




芭鉛讫諺苌遈韆譑苰郘苨苊芯芽腂遈鞿镩裈詏苅苍 1946 鑎 6 貎芩苧雈觔靁鏼芪詊蹮芳苪腁
7 貎隖苉 MacArthur 苦苨腁郭躞闢辞釅郘苨苌販闔苨苆芵苄腁蹙识閜讻腅躸识野跴苌芽苟苌
躑跞诙譽靁鏼苰讖观芷苩蹼苌觱鎚芪芠苁芽腂花苌觱鎚苉諮苃芫苆苨苜苆苟苧苪芽腵诙譽靁
鏼靶邿20 镩雚腶苌芤芿苙苚詭軀苉靁鏼芪讖观芳苪芽躑跞苍苭芸芩苉 3镩雚苉芷芬苈芩苁芽腂




                                                   
60  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁66 闅] 
61  裈迣腁辤赈赳邭蹪誧赳觯[1955腁530-34 闅]腂   33
芠苩腂62雂苨閨鏼苨苅腵豘軎邶蹙腶邭跴苰軀蹻芷苩镋靶芳芦苈芩苁芽芩苠芵苪苈芢腂 
郎鉙醝蹙苍郎讴芪醠醊苉轁鑃芵芽躞鍟苅苠诙譽觛釨苅芠苨腁1946 鑎 6 貎 7 鏺苉腵郎鉙铱
迭野跴腶芪詴譣貈鋨芳苪芽腂诙譽酛鉵苆芵苄躑诠腩芵芩苠鎖躞苌腵遖襾腶腪苰蹶芢郘苁苄软
芵腁花苪苉苦苁苄郎鉙論豗识軒苌躩軥鍉苈醝蹙苰諺釒芷苩花苆苉芵腁豯襣軒芨苦苑顊鎭軒

















遢轁鑃苅芠苁芽腂诉鎌裏裵觯(Far Eastern Commission, FEC)苅荜顁釣镜芪 6 貎 12 鏺苉郎





                                                   
62  裈迣腁譻跨[1990腁6-11 闅]腂花苌躞諺苉苍邢詅鍉苈遈韆苆閨躑芪镳醫芵苄芢芽苆芳苪苩
芪腁腵镳讖观腶苆苈苁芽靁鏼遜邿韊苍 48,000kl 苉芷芬苈芩苁芽腂芿苈苝苉腁貴電苌靁鏼韊腩鋊
論軀郑腪苍腁1965 鑎苅 1 覭 kl腁苂苜苨花苌 2,000 鑻腂1955 鑎苅 1,214 障 5,000kl腁花苌
240 鑻腁部韌覺苌 1950 鑎苅 237 障 7,000kl腁花苌 50 鑻苅芠苁芽 
63  銆醺闒[1995腁268 闅]腂 




65 腵郎讴鋇闺苍荐腛荦荂荘苧芪裓遽鍉苉赳苁芽腶腩醝鍣腁 1988腁 7 闅腪苆芷苩販闻苰苍芶苟腁




[6-3].  韡躦 2腆跠钴觰里芩苧觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀苖 
 
[6-3-1]. 4 釥跠钴苌觰里 
 
腵觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀腶腩 1947 鑎陀鞥釦 207 趆腪芪腁1947 鑎 12 貎 18 鏺苉賶镺腁醦鏺
蹻赳芳苪芽腂郭醈轉貋芩苧芷苅苉 2 鑎裈迣芪豯觟芵苄芢芽腂 
賶镺苌酏鏺腁 GHQ 钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苌 Welsh 觛銷芪譌軒觯販苅陀鞥軀蹻苌闻遪苰
郠难芵腁釥觯軐苍跄闒豶触苰辀铵芵芽芩苧陀鞥賶镺賣苍醬苢芩苈赳鎮苰苆苩花苆芪苅芫苩
苆芵芽腂芳苧苉腁芷苅苉 200 軐裈迣芪跄闒豶触苰鋱软芵苄芨苨腁500 軐鋶鍸芪鍋靰蹷鋨苰
軳芯苩花苆苉苈苫芤苆芵芽腂 12 貎 19 鏺苌荁莁莊荊譣觯迣襀苅腁 Knowland 迣襀譣裵芪花苌
陀鞥苌諮酢苆苈苁芽 FEC-230(閶辑)芪腵軐觯軥譠鍉腶苅芠苨腵荁莓荏莍荔荎荜莓鍉鍎詷腶
苉钽芷苩鏠靥苅腁荁莁莊荊苌邭跴鋱裄苆苍遍芶苧苪苊苠苌苅芠苩芩苧腁酓雊鍉苈貟鎢苰见
芦苩苗芫苅芠苩苆芷苩铡钻覉郠苰赳苁芽腂1948 鑎 2 貎 8 鏺苉躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯苍腵赺赈
识鎙苌閔雥苉芨芯苩觟鍸苌豯跏韍苌轗銆苉論芷苩諮辀腶苰賶躦芷苩苆苆苠苉腁赺赈识論顁
苌 257 軐苰腵觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀腶苉苦苩蹷鋨諩识苉蹷鋨芵芽腂2 貎 22 鏺苉苍腵鑺讋识
譹苑荔腛荲荘识鎙苌閔雥苉芨芯苩觟鍸苌豯跏韍苌轗銆苉論芷苩諮辀腶苰賶躦芵腁68 軐苰蹷
鋨諩识苉蹷鋨芵芽腂蹷鋨裈酏苉闂趽譀論苉蹷鋨芳苪苄芢芽諩识鎙 3 軐苰辜芢芽蹷鋨諩识 322
軐苌閥趞躑陻诠趇豶苍 200 覭 4,500 障襾苅腁1947 鑎隖苌酓趑誔躮觯軐苌趇豶閥趞躑陻诠苌
65.9%苰部苟芽腂 腵轗銆鑲辜陀腶苉苦苩諩识跄闒邬苍腁貋诇 18 軐腩諩识閪誄苍 11 軐腪苉賀
                                                                                                                                                     
苆芷苩販闻芪靌韍苌苦芤苅芠苩腂芽苆芦苎腁醝鍣[1988腁IV 閔]腁钼鎡[1995腁11 闅]腁醳裤
闒雳[2000腁9-13 闅]腂鎖躞苌 ESS 顊鎭觛銷苍腁郎讴苰酖豪鑖辕苆闀苔諦雀芩苂郭鎬鍉邭躡
视苆芵苄镠芢苄芢苩腩荒腛荇莓腁迣腁170 闅腁覺腁44-45腁132 闅腪腂酖苍辉釣苌豯跏裀鋨陻
閔醍隱銷誯苅芠苨腁郎讴苍 2 釣雚銷誯腩1947 鑎 1 貎 31 鏺芩苧 3 貎 26 鏺苜苅貓鑃腪苅芠苁
芽腂郎讴躩遧苉苦苩腵賶遅鋇闺苉野芷苩闙钝腶芪郎讴[1970腁釦 3 閔]苉軻類芳苪苄芢苩腂 
66  芢苭苤苩腵賶遅鋇闺腶苌误里鍉鏠靥苌貈鋨苍腁苙苚誮酓苉腵費迪腶苉鑃芳苪芽腂鉓鎖芵
芽 Whitney GS 诇銷芪躦芵芽鋇闺苰鉮闻苉詧釥芷苩闻遪苉論芷苩赔芦苟苉镜費芳苪芽譧鍣









苄芢苩腶腩郎讴腁1970腁244 闅腪苆芢芤賶遅鋇闺觟鋶苌軀迮苰鉭苩苠苌苍辭苈芢腂   35
苧苪芽腂花苌諔腁3 貎 2 鏺苉趑隱迈芪 FEC 荁莁莊荊釣镜 McCoy 苉醗苁芽軨躆苅腁花苌閶
辑苉野芷苩蹸躝苰鍐觱芷苩闻遪苰难貾芵腁苠芵裏裵觯苅镜貈苉镴芳苪苩迪趇苉苍讑铛負苰














JCS-1380/15 苌銆苅腵跠钴觰里腶苉銼郚論苭苩苆苝苧苪苩苌苍腁Democratization of 
Japanese Economic Institutions 苆釨芳苪芽 25 趀苌躟苌閔閪苅芠苩 腩覺郼苍裸靰軒苉苦苩腪 腂
69 
 
  It is the intent of the United States Government to encourage and show favor 
to: 
a.  Policies which permit a wide distribution of income and of ownership of the 
means of production and trade. 
b.  The development of organizations in labor, industry, and agriculture organized 
on a democratic basis. Accordingly, you will: 
(1) Require the Japanese to establish a public agency responsible for reorganizing 
Japanese business in accordance with the military and economic objectives of 
your government. You will require this agency to submit, for approval by you, 
plans for dissolving large Japanese industrial and banking combines or other 
large concentrations of private business control. 
                                                   




69  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁170 闅]腂   36
(2) Establish and maintain surveillance, until satisfactory plans for reorganization 
have been approved, over the Japanese businesses described in subparagraph 
(1) above in order to ensure conformity with the m ilitary and economic 
objective of your government. 
                ………腩3腪腠腩8腪鞪….  
 
'dissolving large Japanese industrial and banking combines or other large 
concentrations of private business control'苆譌芳苪苩苌苝苅芠苨腁芠苜苨苌鹂隆芳苉腵費








鑎 9 貎 27 鏺苌 9 跠钴苉論芷苩諮酢躑鞿苌鋱软苰蹷躦芷苩詯辑腩SCAPIN-93-A/1腪苉蹮苜
苩腵跠钴觰里腶邭跴芪醦跀苉詊蹮芳苪芽腂71腵躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯韟腶芪賶镺芳苪芽苌苍
1946 鑎 4 貎 20 鏺苅芠苨腁9 隼苌郝鞧裏裵苌鑃隽苍 5 貎 3 鏺苅芠苁芽腂花苌裏裵觯苌貋顟
苅芠苩'plans for dissolving…'苰釒苁苄腁腵邭跴腶芪荘荞腛荧芵苄苭芯苅苍苈芢腂苠芿苫英腁
'approve'苅芫苩貋顟芪鋱软芳苪苩苜苅苌諔腁 'the Japanese businesses'苌'surveillance'苰赳
苁芽苌苅苠苈芢腂  
Kramer 诇銷苍腁 9 貎銆轻芲苫芩苧遷鎪蹷諶苌豠苅 4 釥跠钴陻軐軱鑝苢鏺陻邭镻論豗軒苆
                                                   






71  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁 7 闅]腂 JCS-1380/15 苌鏺镴苍 1 莕貎裈迣賣苌 11 貎 3 鏺苅芠苩腂
荁莁莊荊邭镻芪 9 貎 22 鏺苉賶镜芵芽 SWNCC 150/3 苌鏺镴苍 8 貎 22 鏺苅芠苩芪腁花苌閶
辑苉苍 Promotion of Democratic Forces 苌銆苉腁躟苌鑀芫苦苨裪铊鍉苈镜費芪販苧苪苩苉
芷芬苈芢腂'To this end it shall be the policy of the Supreme Commander…(b) [t]o favor a 
program for the dissolution of the large industrial and banking combinations which 
have exercised control of a great part of Japan's trade and industry.' ESS 芪 GHQ 苉郝鉵
芳苪辉釣诇銷苉 Raymond C. Kramer 釥趲芪轁鑃芵芽苌苍 9 貎 15 鏺苅芠苁芽腂苙苇苈芭
ESS 苉钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛芪郝芯苧苪腁芻苌 3 苂苌豗苌芤芿苉跠钴觛腩Zaibatsu 
Branch腪芪鉵芩苪芽腂鎖辉苍 Wheeler 觛銷裈覺觛裵 2 隼鋶鍸苌軣里苈觛苅芠苁芽腩鎯腁 110
闅腪腂    37
觯鉫苰轤苋腁跠钴苰觰里芵苈芯苪苎苈苧苈芢苆芢芤貴醥苰训銲芵腁误里鍉苈觰里豶触苰鏺
陻醤芪躩钭鍉苉鋱软芷苩苦芤苉顢苰適苟芽腂7211 貎 4 鏺苉苍鏺陻邭镻苉腵躝誔觯軐苌觰蹕
苉論芷苩詯辑腶苰鋱软芳芹腁11 貎 6 鏺苉苍鏺陻邭镻詯辑苰辳鑆芷苩芩芽芿苅腵躝誔觯軐苌
觰里腶腩 SCAPIN-244腪苰钭芷苩花苆苉苦苁苄腁腵辉諺苌跠钴觰里邭跴苍裪覞詭鋨芵腶芽腂
73Kramer 诇銷苍腁腵 躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯腶郝鞧苉苍苩芩苉郦赳芵苄腁1945 鑎 12 貎苉譁趑
芵芽腂 
 
[6-3-2]. 4 釥跠钴芩苧 83 跠钴苖 
 
裀鍣跠钴苌躩钭鍉觰里裄腩腵裀鍣荶莉莓腶腪苰苟芮苩 Washington 邭镻苆 GHQ 苌郜迕苌苈
芩芩苧跠钴觰里邭跴苌酓雊鍉貟鎢苰赳芤賚離鉣苌鑨貭芪貈鋨芳苪腁State-Justice Advisory 
Mission 苌鑨貭芪貈鋨芳苪芽腂蹩陀躟誯苉賚離鉣苌遬酉苰裋鞊芷苩苉跛芵苄腁趑隱迈苌豯跏





鞈鏺芵芽苌苍 1946 鑎 1 貎 7 鏺苅芠苩腂 3 貎 14 鏺苉 Edwards 鉣銷芪蹩韟閔苰鋊芶苄鞤豒迈
苆趑隱迈苉闱趐辑苰鋱软芵芽腂花苌闱趐辑苉諜苜苪芽誩趐芪腁芻苌賣苌蹩韟閔苌跠钴觰里腁
豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜苌芽苟苌邭跴貈鋨苌諮辀苆苈苩苆苆苠苉腁苢芪苄 FEC 苉荁莁莊荊芪鋱裄芵
釥芫苈鑧雤苰鎊芰芩芯芽 FEC-230  苌趜蹱苆苈苁芽腂75腵跠钴觰里腶邭跴苍腁譽花苌苦芤
苈銲趸鉣苌鑨貭苰镋靶苆芷苩迳讵覺苅荘荞腛荧芵芽腂  
                                                   
72  4 釥跠钴苌腵躩钭鍉觰里腶豶触辑苰 Washington 苉醗苁苄辳鑆苰讁苟芽芪腁鎯豶触芪镳
鍋鎖苆芢芤鍟苅腁趑隱腁蹩陀鞼迈苌裓販苍裪鉶芵芽腂荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁203 闅]腂論顁芵
苄腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁127 闅裈覺]苰蹑迆腂 
73  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁133腁138 闅]腂 
74  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁144 闅]腂 
75  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁 144-48 闅]腂 2 隼苌釥詷讳軶苰諜苞 8 隼苌銲趸鉣芪 3 莕貎諔苅辑
芫迣芰芽闱趐辑苉諮苃芢苄腁芠苪苙苇腵釥鉟苈腶豯跏跄闒邬邭跴苰軀蹻芷苩花苆苉銷諺諔
苉苭芽苁苄裙顟芪镜雊覻芹芸腁荵莌腛荌芪芩芩苧苈芩苁芽花苆苉腁苭苪苭苪苍鞦銼苈证芫
苰誴芶苩腂'Conglomerate Business As a Source of Power'苆釨芷苩顟閶腩Edwards, 1955腪
苌銘軒苅芠苨腁賣苌 conglomerate debate 苌銆道遬閨苆苈苁芽 Edwards 讳軶芪鉣銷苉酉鑃
芳苪芽苌苠躞釣苌蹙閨苅芠苫芤腂躟苌鑀芫'deep pocket' hypothesis 苌軥辥軒苆芵苄苆苨苭
芯銘隼苅芠苁芽(ibid., pp.334-35)腂'An enterprise that is big in this sense obtains from its 
bigness a special kind of power, based upon the fact that it can spend money in large 
amounts. If such a concern finds itself matching expenditures or losses, dollar for dollar, 
with a substantially smaller firm, the length of its purse assures it of victory… The 
large company is in a position to hurt without being hurt.' Conglomerate debate 苉苂芢
苄苍腁Scherer [1971, Chapter 11]苰蹑迆腂   38
鏺陻邭镻芪 1946 鑎 4 貎 20 鏺苉賶镺芵芽腵躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯韟腶苉諮苃芢苄 5 貎 3 鏺
苉 9 隼苌郝鞧裏裵芪鑃隽芳苪腁 8 貎 8 鏺苉 6 隼苌裏裵芪鑃隽芳苪苄躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯芪躖
軀迣钭醫芵芽腂 76跠钴觰里苌误里鍉蹻跴苌艐苂苅芠苩跠钴陻軐苌躝誔苌辈閪苌芽苟苌譀論苌
郝鉵芪 GHQ 苆鏺陻邭镻苌諔苅顢釨苉苈苁芽花苆芪腁躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯苌郝鞧苉譁貋芵芽腂















苉銍雚芷苩腂1946 鑎 8 貎 27 鏺苉詊跃芳苪芽躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯釦 1 觱裏裵醍觯苌貈鋨苰
軳芯苄腁 9 貎 6 鏺苉鏠詴醍鞝釥遢芪腁 4 釥跠钴陻軐苆镸蹭蹙识腩讌銆鎇铲赳譀腪苌 5 軐苰腵躝
誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯韟腶釦 1 述苉苦苩躝誔觯軐苉蹷鋨芵芽腂醱芢苄腁郬跨轤赈识苰諜苞 40 軐
芪 12貎 7鏺苉釦 2 躟蹷鋨苆苈苨腁蹏裤赺蹒苈苇 20軐芪 12 貎28 鏺苉釦3 躟蹷鋨苆苈苁芽腂
1947 鑎 3 貎 15 鏺苉趑跛鍤譃鋊遍苈苇 2 軐芪釦 4 躟蹷鋨苉腁芳苧苉 9 貎 26 鏺苉釥貴趇躑苈
苇 16 軐芪釦 5 躟蹷鋨苆苈苁芽腂花芤芵苄腁83 軐芪躝誔觯軐苉蹷鋨芳苪腁邮鞝裏裵觯苌諄
鏂苌覺苉腁赌芢裓隡苌腵邮鞝腶苰軀赳芷苩花苆苉苈苁芽腂邮鞝裏裵觯苍腁詥軐芩苧躝誔鎙
苰迷苨軳芯腁苜芽迭隱腅邴蹚苌諄鏂苰芨花苈苁芽腂78   
 
                                                   
76  6 隼苌裏裵苍酓裵 9 隼苌郝鞧裏裵苉諜苜苪苄芢芽腂鋨誼苉鋨苟苧苪芽 9 隼苌裏裵酓裵芪
醵苁芽苌苍 1947 鑎 6 貎 17 鏺苅芠苁芽腂 9 隼苌轏譣襀譣裵芪諄趸裏裵苉鑃隽芳苪腁芳苧苉 1
隼苌貟趸遬芪鑃隽芳苪芽腂裈迣腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982腁230-33 闅]腂 
77  裈迣腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁221-30 闅]腂 
78  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁247-65 闅]腂83 苌腵躝誔觯軐腶苌邮鞝苌鏠靥苉苂芢苄苍腁鎯腁
265 闅裈覺苰蹑迆腂趡鏺苅苍腵跠钴觰里腶苆芢芤镜費苰 4 釥跠钴苆貋苑苂芯苩鏺陻遬芪苙苆
英苇苅芠苨腁83 苆芢芤邔躚苍苙苆英苇苌鏺陻遬苉苆苁苄迧鉫苆芵芩襦苧苈芢芾苫芤腂1940
鑎釣賣钼苌鏺陻遬苌鑆躯芪趡鏺苆釥芫芭裙苈苁苄芢芽苌芩腂鎖躞苌醽芭苌閶貣苌醽芭苰蹑
迆芷苩芩芬苨腁趡鏺苆苌諔苉芻苌苦芤苈鑆躯苌貰銘苈 gap 芪醶距芷苩苦芤苉苍苝芦苈芢腂   39
[6-3-3].  芳苧苉腵豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜腶苖腆荨荞药荞苌荎莉荃荽荢荎荘 
 
[Edwards 銲趸鉣闱趐辑苆 FEC-230] 
賣苉腵觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀腶苌諮酢苆苈苨腁花苌陀鞥苰苟芮苩腵醛鎮腶苌貹苆苈苁芽
FEC-230 苍 Edwards 銲趸鉣闱趐辑芪邶苝软芵芽苠苌苅芠苩腂闱趐辑苌銆道閔閪苅芠苩陠鎪
苌腵誩趐苌靶雱腩Summary of Recommendations腪 腶苍陠鎪苅躟苌鑀芭郩貾芷苩(覺郼苍裸
靰軒苉苦苩)腂79 
 
  1. The larger Japanese business enterprises should be systematically surveyed 
in order to make sure that all the zaibatsu have been identified and subjected to 
the program for ending zaibatsu power. 
  In this survey, the term zaibatsu should be interpreted to include any private 
enterprise conducted for profit, or combination of such enterprises, which, by 
reason of relative size in any line or the cumulative power of its position in many 
lines, restricts competition or impairs the opportunity for others to engage in 
business independently, in any important segment of business; and any individual, 
family, allied group, or juridical person owning or controlling such an enterprise or 
combination. 
  In applying this standard, it should be presumed…that any private enterprise 
or combination operated for profit belongs to the zaibatsu if it is very large in total 
assets; if, though somewhat smaller in assets, it is engaged in business in various 
unrelated field; if  it controls substantial financial institutions as well as 
substantial industrial or commercial ones; if it controls a substantial number of 
other corporate enterprises; or if it produces or sells a large proportion of the total 
supply of the products of a major industry. 
  2. Zaibatsu corporate combines should be dissolved. Dissolution of top holding 





                                                   
79  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁 339-44 闅]腂鏺陻質雳苍腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁 149 闅裈覺]腂 
80  苠芿苫英腁4 釥跠钴苰苍芶苟苆芷苩花苌苦芤苈荞荃荶苌跠钴苌觰里苉論芵苄苠腁鎖躞芩
苧钽野裓販芪镜难芳苪苈芩苁芽苭芯苅苍苈芢腂芽苆芦苎腁郎讴[1972腁196-97 闅]苰蹑迆腂
Miwa and Ramseyer[2002]苅苠蹷鍅芵芽鑀芭腁郭酏苌跠钴苉論芵苄苍趡鏺苉躊苩苜苅鏺陻
苌鏠詏苅趪训芢賫觰芪芠苩腂   40
銆裪铊苰蹷芷靰質苉詧釥觰軟芳苪芽腂81蹩陀迈钽荧莉荘荧閔芩苧 Edwards 銲趸鉣苉蹑见芵
芽 James M. Henderson 芪 ESS 钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛銷苉轁鑃芵腁腵跠钴觰里腶邭跴苌
軀蹻苰鉓鎖芵芽腂蹷鋨芳苪芽躝誔觯軐苌邔芪 83 苉苈苁芽鞝青苌裪鉛苠花花苉芠苩苆苭苪苭
苪苍赬芦苩腂 
Edwards 闱趐辑苆芻苪苉野芷苩 GHQ 苌荒莁莓荧苰諮酢苆芵苄腁趑隱腅鞤豒腅詃豒蹏迈
銲邮裏裵觯腩SWNCC)苌趑隱迈莁莓药腛芪腵鏺陻苌觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆苉論芷苩闄趑苌邭跴腶
腩Statement of U.S. Policy with Respect to Excessive Concentration of Economic Power 
in Japan腪苆釨芷苩邭跴閶辑貴裄苰跬邬芵芽腂SWNCC 苌诉鎌辬裏裵觯腩SFE)芪 1946 鑎
7 貎芩苧 working group 苌莌荸莋苅花苌閶辑貴裄苌貟鎢苰詊蹮芵腁8 貎 1 鏺苉苍 working 
group 苌鋱软芵芽醐裄苰 SFE-182 苆芵苄 SFE 苌觱鞗苉镴芵芽腂花苌釥诘苍腁苌芿苌
FEC-230 苆鎯芶苅芠苩腂82   





芾(Since it is not clear how far this part of the program should be carried, the most 
clearly objectionable companies should be attacked first and decision about the ultimate 
scope of the program should wait upon experience.)苆芷苩達轤苈鞯闛苰苂芯苄芢芽芪腁花
苌閶辑苅苍腁腵觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆腶苍貴醥苆芵苄芷苗苄芪觰里苌野进苆芳苪芽腂83 
SFE-182 苍 1946 鑎 8 貎 21 鏺苉鞤豒迈芩苧 GHQ ESS 苉醗苧苪腁芳苧苉 SWNCC 苌鎢
譣苆轃邳苰豯芽閶辑芪腁 1947 鑎 5 貎 12 鏺苉荁莁莊荊釣镜 McCoy 苉苦苨诉鎌裏裵觯腩 FEC腪
苉鋱软芳苪腁FEC-230 苆芵苄 FEC 釦 2 裏裵觯腩豯跏诠靚離釨鉓鎖腪苅貟鎢芳苪苩花苆苉
苈苁芽腂 84花苌閶辑芪醛鎮苰裸芫譎花芵芽腂 FEC-230苍跅賣苜苅FEC苅辳鑆芳苪苈芩苁芽腂 
 
                                                   
81  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁158 闅]腂鎯靬苌闱趐辑芪荁莁莊荊苉論芵苄辑芩苪腁zaibatsu 
dissolution 芠苩芢苍 dissolution program for big business combines 苆迌芷苩腵邭跴腶苆
芵苄鋱裄芳苪芽躞苌腁荁莁莊荊趑隯苌钽覞苰酺醜芵苄苝苩苆苦芢腂鎯靬苌花苆苍腁荁莁莊
荊裈詏苌芢芸苪苌趑苉苠芠苄苍苜苩苍芸苅芠苩腂 
82  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁169 闅]腂荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁205腁209 闅]苉苦苪苎腁Edwards
銲趸鉣莁莓药腛苌銆苅腁钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛銷苆芵苄鏺陻苉蹣苁芽 Henderson 苆闀英
苅 SEC 还貔軦裸閔閛閔銷芾苁芽 Raymond Vernon 芪譽苉鎪詰苰費苭芵腁鏺陻苌鏁軪苈離
釨苉遛芢鞝觰苰躦芷苦芤苉苈苁芽腂花苌 Vernon 芪趑隱迈苉裚苨腁1946 鑎 10 貎 27 鏺苉苍
趑隱迈荘荼腛荎荘荽莓苆芵苄腁Edwards 銲趸鉣苌闱趐辑芪 FEC 苉鋱软芳苪苩苆钭镜芵芽腂
花苌躞鍟苅苍腁苌芿苌 FEC-230 苆釥诘苅闏苭苨苈芢 SFE-182 芪芷苅苉 FEC 苉觱鞗芳苪苄
芢芽腂 
83  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁170-73 闅]腂 
84  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁174-79腁456 闅]腂花苌鏺腁FEC-230 苌釨隼苅腵诉铩袵芢腶苉
苈苁芽腩荒腛荇莓腁覺腁209 闅腪腂    41
[Welsh 钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛銷苌銅鑃] 
1947 鑎 4 貎苉 Edward C. Welsh 芪钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛銷苆芵苄銅鑃芵腁腵遖芵芢邭












Marquat 诇銷苌鎯裓苰軦苨镴芯苄 1947 鑎 7 貎 3 鏺苉蹏裤閨蹙苆蹏镈辤躖苰誮酓苉觰里
芷苩蹷韟腩詯辑腵辤躖觯軐苌觰蹕腶腁 SCAPIN-1741腪苰钭芵芽腂醦鏺觰蹕腁醦鏺軦裸鋢蹾腁
遖觯軐郝鞧苌軀躿鍉诖蹾苆芢芤腁跠钴觰里酛鉵苌銆苅苠韞韡苌苈芢貵芵芢鏠靥苌蹷韟苅芠
苁芽腂鞼軐苍 7 貎 3 鏺镴苅躖軀迣苌邴蹚苉鏼苨腁觰里苉論芷苩陀鍉軨醱芫苆芵苄苍腁腵諩识
跄貚邮铵陀腶苉苦苩邮铵豶触苉芵芽芪苁苄軀赳芷苩花苆苉苈苁芽腂跬邬芵芽邮铵豶触芪
GHQ 苅镳讖观苉苈苨腁轃邳豶触芪鑆观苰鎾芽 11 貎 30 鏺镴苅觰蹕芵芽腂蹏裤閨蹙苅苍腁觰
里蹷鋨鎖躞苌 7,058 隼苌轝识裵芪雱 170 軐苉腁蹏镈辤躖苅苍 4,086 隼苌轝识裵芪雱 120 軐
苉跗閪芳苪芽腂苌芿苉躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯躩苧芪觰里蹷韟钭软苌鞝青苍裏裵觯苉苆苁苄苠
难詭苅苍苈芢苆芵芽蹷韟苅芠苁芽腂87 
                                                   
85  腵讐釥芩苂蹸鑺鍉苈(big and dominant)諩识苍腁芻苪躩里钽隯軥軥譠鍉(undemocratic)
苅芠苩腶苆苌遍鑏苌躝芿軥苅芠苁芽腂釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁456腁498 闅]腁芨苦苑鉼酏腅
銆醺諄轃[1996腁釦 1 說腁48 闅]腂釥鉟苈豯跏隯軥覻苖苌蹵購苆腁豯跏邭跴苌賸觊苉苂芢苄
苌詭遍苆芪鎖躞苌 GHQ 苌軡軨誯鞻苉训芩苁芽腂苦芭腵荪莅腛荦荂莉腛腶苆賄苎苪芽腁
Franklin  D. Roosevelt 釥鎝韌苉 New Deal 邭跴苉誅跑芵芽邢釣芪腁鏺陻苌隯軥覻苢豯跏




苭苟芽腩荒腛荇莓腁1983腁覺腁釦 19 迍腁216 闅裈覺腪腂  
86  荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁212 闅]腂 




跴苌裪鉛苅芠苩腶苆郠难芵苄芢苩腂裈迣腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁279-94 闅]腂腵陦裕辤軐  42
腵觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀腶苌邧鋨苉郦赳芵芽苌芪腵諩识邮铵苌諮辀腩Standards of 
Enterprise Reorganization腪腶苅芠苩腂 1947 鑎 5 貎 19 鏺苉钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苍腁腵諩

















釦 2 苉銍裓芷苗芫鍟苍腁FEC-230 苍腁FEC 苉鋱裄芳苪芽苠苌苉芷芬芸腁JCS 苍腁蹷韟苆
芵苄苠腁SWNCC 苌邭跴苆芵苄苠腁鎯閶辑苰邳躮苉 MacArthur 苉醗镴芳苪芽花苆芪苈芩苁






詥闻雊苆苌讦譣腅裓販賰誷苰豯苄腁1947 鑎 7 貎 18 鏺苉腵豯跏跄貚邮铵諮辀陀腩Economic 
Reconstruction and Reorganization Standard Law腪腶苌醐裄苰鏺陻醤苉鋱躦芵芽腂釦 1 述
苉躦芳苪芽雚鍉苍躟苌鋊苨苅芠苩腂腵花苌陀鞥苍腁鏺陻苌跄貚苉跌苧苪苩酛鉵芪閽躞苌隯軥
                                                                                                                                                     
銆苉部苟苩跠钴辤軐苌鉮裊苍鉦酒靄裊苅芠苨腁鏁苉蹏裤閨蹙腁蹏镈辤躖苌芻苪苍袳鍼鍉苅
芠苁芽腂腶 1937 鑎腠1943 鑎苌陻降钼諺閽诏靁软鏼苉部苟苩蹏裤閨蹙苆蹏镈辤躖苌荖荆荁苍










1947 鑎 9 貎 12 鏺芩苧 GHQ 苌醐裄苉覈苁芽陀鞥裄苌跬邬跬识芪詊蹮芳苪腁9 貎 29 鏺苌
韕躞詴譣苅跅轉鍉苉陀鞥裄芪貈鋨芳苪芽腂腵豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀裄腶苍 10 貎 6 鏺苉趑觯苉鋱









鏺陻醤苌鋯赒苰誴芶芽蹩韟閔苅苍腁1947 鑎 8 貎隖芲苫芩苧腁轗銆鑲辜鞧陀苰鏺陻醤苉训邧
芷苩詯辑苌钭软芪貟鎢芳苪腁 9貎9鏺苉苍Mueller蹑除銷芪詯辑钭软苰邳躮苉辳鑆芵苄芢芽腂
鏺陻邭镻苍讇鉮苉鋇芢趞苜苪腁9 貎 12 鏺苌詴譣苅譸觯难芯苌趑觯苉陀裄苰鋱软芷苩貈鋨苰
芵苄詯辑苌钭软苰觱铰芵芽腂陀裄苰鋱软芵芽邭镻苍醬苢芩苈遒譣轉鞹苰讁苟芽芪腁趑觯苅
苌遒譣苉苠芩苈苨苌躞諔芪芩芩苁芽腂91GHQ 鏠閔苅苍腁芷苅苉 7 貎 1 鏺苉 ESS 赈识觛芪
FEC-230 閶辑苉野芷苩譞譠苰镜难芵苄芨苨腁钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苌諩识邮铵豗苌鞪蹪
芪腁腵 ESS 苌芷苗苄苌觛腁芻芵苄 GHQ 苌芷苗苄苌诇芩苧钽野芪软芳苪芽腶苆譌轱芷苩迳讵
苅芠苁芽腂92 
芷苅苉 1947 鑎 3 貎 12 鏺苌荧莋腛荽莓腅荨荎荧莊莓苅腵韢郭里邧腶苌邬鞧芪难詭苉苈苁
                                                   
89  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁468-74 闅]腂費軀苉鍋靰芷苩芽苟苉苍躖识觯軐苌邔芪醽芷芬苩
苆芢芤費軀苉銼雊芵腁躩閪苌蹸鑺覺苉芠苁苄腁轜閪苈陀鍉負賀苰苠苂鏺陻苌邭镻譀論芪镋
靶苆苈苁芽 Welsh 苉野芵苄腁Kades 隯邶诇躟銷芪花苌裏裵觯苰蹧芤花苆苰誩苟芽腩荒腛荇
莓腁覺腁213 闅腪腂  




91  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁474-79腁487 闅]腂 
92  Marquat ESS 诇銷苌讁苟苉覞芶苄 Welsh 觛銷芪適苟苂苂芠苁芽邭跴苉苂芢苄貟鎢芵芽
Cohen 顊鎭觛銷苍腁邭跴苌諮酢苅芠苩 FEC-230 苌鉮裊芪鹂隆苅芠苨腁邳躮苉 MacArthur
苉醗镴芳苪芽花苆芪苈芢花苆苉譃苃芢芽腂Marquat 芪花苌鍟苰鞝觰芵芽趠苜苅苉苍腁腵荽荢
荊腛荔腛苍趡芳苧蹰邨苰闏芦苧苪苈芢苆花苫苜苅鞈苄芢芽腶腩荒腛荇莓腁覺腁 217-18腁 224-25
闅腪腂    44




Conditions in Japan as of September 6, 1947)腶苅芠苩腂釦 2 躟荘荧莉荃荎銲趸鉣苌裪赳
苉见苭苁苄 1947 鑎 8 貎苉鞈鏺芵芽 Kauffman 闙賬蹭芪腁鏺陻苌豯跏迮邨苰躋蹀芵腁芳苧苉
GHQ 論豗軒苆郚遇芵苄鎖躞铩隧閶辑苆芳苪苄芢芽 FEC-230 苰鏼軨芵苄跬邬芵芽闱趐辑苅
芠苩腂論豗諩识苌軀识视芽芿苉鋱软芳苪芽闱趐辑苍腁芳苧苉趑陨銷誯腁鞤豒銷誯腁趑隱躟
誯腁辤隱銷誯腁趑视裀酓闛迡觯譣躖隱诇銷苧苉苠鑺镺芳苪芽腂躖釔苰轤躋芵芽鞤豒迈芪鏺
陻苉鑨貭芵芽 Draper 鞤豒躟誯苍腵荊荅荴荽莓闱趐苌邳詭芳苰詭鑆芵芽腶 腂芵芩芵腁部韌邭
跴苌販銼芵芪裪讓苉適英芾苭芯苅苍苈芢腂93 
Washington 苆鎌讞苌芻苪芼苪苅腁芠苩芢苍 Washington 苆鎌讞苌諔苅腁芳苜芴苜苈迪辊
苅腁芠苩芢苍芳苜芴苜苈莋腛荧苰鋊芶苄裓販賰誷苢銲邮芪赳苭苪芽腂苆苨苭芯腁荁莁莊荊






芽芩芽芿苅腁荁莁莊荊邭镻苍花苌陀裄苉野芷苩鎖雊苌釔鍸苰貈鋨芵芽腂12 貎 9 鏺苉腁腵豯跏
韍苌轗銆腶苌躚该苉腵觟鍸苌腶苆芢芤轃迼質苰镴见芷苩花苆苈苇苰諜苞 6 趀雚苌陀裄轃邳
苰误里鍉苉蹷躦芵腁花苪苰述貏苉陀鞥苌趑觯鋊觟苆邭跴苌軀蹻苰辳鑆芵芽腂苠芿苫英腁腵辳





[6-3-4].  荨荞药荞苌賣蹮隖 
 
                                                   
93  趑隱迈苅苠腁邭跴諩触躺苌 George F. Kennan 躺銷芪花苌荊荅荴荽莓闱趐苌鏠靥苰趂芭
镝覿芵芽腂芵芩芵腁花苌陀裄苉野芷苩趑隱迈苌铡钻苍鞤豒迈苙苇训芭苍苈芩苁芽腂裈迣腁
釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁479-94 闅]腂 
94  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁479-98 闅]腂荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁223 闅]苉苦苪苎腁芷苅苉 10
貎 21 鏺苌 Washington 隯躖閔芩苧苌铩隧鍤闱芪腁趑隱腁鞤豒鞼迈芪 FEC-203 苉野芷苩荁
莁莊荊苌鞧迪苉苂芢苄貟鎢銆苅芠苨腁GHQ 苉野芵轗銆鑲辜陀苌軀蹻覄諺苰靶邿芷苩苆辕貾
芵苄芢芽腂芳苧苉腁11 貎 25 鏺腁FEC 苌荁莁莊荊釣镜苍 FEC 苉野芵腵辬芳苈譚轰鍉轃邳腶




鑎 12 貎 18 鏺苉賶镺腁醦鏺蹻赳芳苪芽腂諹鋨闻遪苅邭跴苰軀蹻芷苩蹰邨芪镜难芳苪腁軼鎞
苈辀铵苉諮苃芫腁500 軐鋶鍸苰鍋靰蹷鋨芷苩靜鋨苅芠苩花苆芪郠难芳苪芽腂 
1947 鑎 5 貎 19 鏺苉腵諩识邮铵苌諮辀腶苰跬邬芵芽钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苍腁9 貎 18
鏺苉芻苪苰钭鍗芳芹芽腵豯跏韍轗銆苉野芷苩邭跴苆諮辀腶苰跴鋨芵腁跄闒邬苰軳芯苩諩识
苌酉鋨諮辀苰躦芵芽腂GHQ 苍腁芷苅苉 1947 鑎规銆苉雱 2,200 軐苉野芷苩釦 1 觱苌躿離迳
銲趸苰跏苜芹腁9 貎苉苍芳苧苉雱 600 軐苰野进苉釦 2 觱苌銲趸苰詊蹮芵腁諩识雰裵苰软鎪




1947 鑎 12 貎 1 鏺苉酏轱苌譌躖芪腷荪莅腛荙荅荂腛荎腸躏苉豦跚芳苪腁FEC-230 苌腵軦
袵芢芪鞤豒迈苆趑隱迈苌諔苅譣顟芳苪苂苂芠苨腁譎醐芵苈芨芷芽苟苉腁趷鎖苨腁FEC 芩苧
鍐觱芳苪腁鏺陻苉芨芯苩芻苌鍋靰苍銆蹾苰隽芶苧苪芽腶苆闱芶芽腂12 貎 19 鏺苉苍陻趀陠鎪
苅貾譹芵芽 Knowland 迣襀譣裵苌铡钻覉郠芪赳苭苪芽腂闻遪闏赘苉達轤苅芠苁芽趑隱迈苅
苍腁12 貎 24 鏺苉腁Lovett 趑隱躟誯芪腁鉫顢苰钭镜芵腁跠钴離釨苰酓雊鍉苉跄貟鎢銆苅芠
苩花苆腁 FEC-230 苍 FEC 苌貈鋨苰苝苄芢苈芢花苆腁郭躞銆苌跠钴蹸鑺苍鑲辜芳苪花苌鍟苉
論芷苩荁莁莊荊苌雚鍉苍芷苅苉誮邬芳苪芽花苆苈苇苰难苧芩苉芵芽腂 1948鑎1貎6鏺苉苍腁
Royall 鞤豒銷誯芪腁荔莓荴莉莓荖荘荒苅苌覉郠苅腁轗銆鑲辜邭跴苉論芵苄腵鏺陻苌蹙识苌
邶蹙賸鞦芪镳鎖苉酪詑芳苪苩裪闠軨酏苅蹾苟苩腶苗芫苅芠苩苆轱苗芽腂芻芵苄腁1 貎 21 鏺
苉苍 McCoy  FEC 荁莁莊荊釣镜芪腁邺难苰钭镜芵苄腁鏺陻苉躩鞧鍉豯跏苰軷鞧芷苩镋靶邫
苰训銲芵腁野鏺部韌邭跴苌韍鍟苰鏺陻豯跏苌閜讻苉鉵芭苗芫花苆苰軥辥芵芽腂GHQ 鏠閔苅
苠腁1948 鑎 1 貎苌賣钼諺苉苍腁GHQ ESS 苌轗銆鑲辜 7 遬裏裵觯腩陀裄跬邬躞芩苧醶距芵
芽 GHQ 鏠閔苌野鞧苰銲邮芷苩芽苟苉 1947 鑎 10 貎 6 鏺苉郝芯苧苪芽裓販銲邮譀論苅芠苩腪
苉钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛芪鋱软芵芽轗銆鑲辜陀苉苦苩蹷鋨諩识苌莊荘荧苰苟芮苁苄販觰
苌野鞧芪芠芫苧芩苉苈苁芽腂96 
GHQ 苍腁陀裄邬鞧苉鍷韍芷苩觟鋶苌 1947 鑎 11 貎 25 鏺苉腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸 5 遬裏裵觯
腩Deconcentration Review Board of Five Men腪苰荁莁莊荊芩苧辵芢苄腁邭跴軀蹻觟鋶苅
GHQ 苰闢趲芳芹苩苆芢芤赜酺苰陻趑邭镻苉鋱裄芵苄芢芽腂1948 鑎 1 貎 26 鏺苉 GHQ 苍腁
                                                   
95  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁505-8 闅]腂1947 鑎 12 貎苉腵觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀腶芪賶镺芳
苪苩苆腁 83 蹷鋨躝誔觯軐苌芤芿 51 軐芪花苌陀鞥苉苦苩蹷鋨諩识軒苉蹷鋨芳苪腁跄闒邬豶触
苰跬邬芷苩花苆苆苈苁芽腂芵芩芵腁轗銆鑲辜陀苌鍋靰諉顡苉苦苨腁42 軐芪蹷鋨軦迁芵苆苈
苨腁蹏镈轤赈识腁覤蹱邻躆腁釥貚蹙识腁鏺陻邻鍓腁蹏镈赺识腁蹏裤赺蹒腁裤觘赺识腁鎌讞
軅襙鍤譃腁鏺鞧邻跬辊苌 9 軐芪跄闒邬苰軀蹻芵芽腂鎯腁276 闅腂 
96  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁491腁508-13 闅]腂   46
鞤豒迈苉醗苁芽鍤閶苅腁雱 300 軐苰蹷鋨芷苩苈苇苆芷苩軀蹻豶触苰鋱躦芵腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸




貎 22 鏺苉苍鑺讋腅荔腛荲荘识論豗鎙苌 68 軐苰蹷鋨芵芽腂趇豶苅 1947 鑎隖苌酓趑誔躮觯軐
苌趇豶閥趞躑陻诠苌 65.9%苰部苟芽 325 軐苌蹷鋨諩识苍腁蹷鋨賣 1 莕貎裈鏠苉靜铵闱趐腁2
莕貎裈鏠苉跄闒邬豶触苰躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯苉鋱软芵腁遒趸苰軳芯苩花苆苉苈苁芽腂97 
1948 鑎 3 貎 2 鏺腁趑隱迈苍 FEC 荁莁莊荊釣镜苌 McCoy 苉軨躆苰醗苨腁FEC-230 苉論
芷苩跅轉貈鋨苍陋鏺銆苌 Kennan 邭跴諩触躺銷苌譁趑賣苉赳苭苪苩蹼苰轱苗苈芪苧腁費距
苌苆花苫腁荁莁莊荊邭镻苍腁FEC-230 苰 FEC 芩苧鍐觱芵苈芢苅芨芭芪腁花苪苰蹸躝芷苩花
苆苰苢苟苩闻遪苅芠苩苆难貾芵腁苠芵 FEC 苅镜貈苉镴芳苪苩迪趇苉苍腁讑铛負苰赳蹧芷苩
苦芤苉蹷躦芵芽腂Kennan 苍 2 貎 26 鏺苉鞈鏺芵腁3 觱苉苭芽苁苄 MacArthur 跅趂蹩韟誯
苆觯鉫芵腁3 觱雚苌 3 貎 21 鏺苌觯鉫苉苍腁3 貎 20 鏺苉鞈鏺芵芽 Draper 鞤豒躟誯苠蹑见芵
芽腂Kennan 鞈鏺銆苌 3 貎 12 鏺苉腁鞤豒迈芩苧 GHQ 苉腁陻趑邭镻芪 FEC-230 苖苌蹸躝
苰苆苨苢苟芽蹼芪鍠芦苧苪腁 3 貎 13 鏺镴芯苌 Washington 钭詏鍤芪腁迁醧诘苌迮闱苆芵苄腁
荁莁莊荊邭镻苍 FEC-230 貴裄苌芩芽芿苅苌轗銆鑲辜苰軀赳芷苩豶触苰闺諼芵芽苆鍠芦芽腂
芳苧苉腁4 貎 7 鏺镴苌詏鍤苍腁譁趑芵芽 Draper 鞤豒躟誯芪腁FEC-230 苉諜苜苪芽豯跏韍
轗銆鑲辜苆跠钴雰裵荰腛荗苌豶触苌醽芭苰闺諼芷苩花苆苰詭鋨芵芽苆質苁芽苆鍠芦芽腂花
苌钭貾苉苦苁苄腁荁莁莊荊邭镻苌 FEC-230 苉野芷苩釔鍸芪腁賶躮苉难苧芩苉芳苪芽腂98 
 
[FEC-230 苌闺諼芪腁轗銆鑲辜邭跴苌酓雊鍉闺諼苰裓隡芵芽苭芯苅苍苈芢] 
苇苌鋶鍸苜苅邭跴苌襞靰苰諉顡芷苩芩芪躟苌離釨苉苈苩腂3 貎 20 鏺苉 Draper 鞤豒躟誯
苆苆苠苉野鏺部韌邭跴苌鍝誷苰误里覻芷苩闻遪苌跴鋨苰鑃隱苆芵苄 Johnston 蹧郟鉣腩鉣銷
苍荪莅腛莈腛荎腅荐荾荊莋腅药莓荎觯銷苌 Percy Johnston腪芪鞈鏺芵芽腂4 貎 26 鏺镴苅鞤
豒迈苉鋱软芳苪芽闱趐辑腩Report on the Economic Position and Prospects of Japan and 





1948 鑎 4 貎 17 鏺苌 ESS 钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苌觯譣苅苍腵轗銆鑲辜陀腶苌蹷鋨觰辜
芪譣釨苉苈苁芽腂Welsh 觛銷芪譚轰鍉鞝青芩苧苝苄蹷鋨觰辜芷苗芫諩识 20 軐苌莊荘荧苰鋱
                                                   
97  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁517-19 闅]腂 
98  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁491腁511-17 闅]腂 
99  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁519 闅]腂   47
软芵芽苌苉野芵腁Marquat ESS 诇銷芪腁觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆苅苈芢苆芽芾芿苉钻鋨苅芫苩諩识






赳蹧芵苈芢苦芤苉諄鏂芳苪苩花苆腂4 貎 19 鏺苉腁钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛芪腁Marquat 诇
銷苉腵轗銆鑲辜邭跴苌闏赘腶苆釨芵芽莁莂苰鋱软芵腁蹷躦苉轝苁芽遖芵芢闻遪苰詭鋨芵芽腂
100 
鞤豒迈苍腁GHQ 苌裓販苰銥芵苈芪苧腁5 遬苌轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯腩Deconcentration 
Review Board腂裏裵銷苍 Roy S. Campbell腪莁莓药腛苰遬酉芵芽腂4 貎 26 鏺苉苍腁Royall
鞤豒銷誯躩苧芪 MacArthur 跅趂蹩韟誯苉鍤閶苰醗苨腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯苉論芷苩 GHQ
邺难苰钭芵苄腁裏裵觯苌負賀腁鏁苉腁蹷鋨諮辀苌鍋郘苈闏赘苰誩趐芷苩負賀苉苂芢苄貾譹
芷苩花苆芪陝苜芵芢苆苌裓購苰鍠芦芽腂4 貎 27 鏺苉腁GHQ 苍腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯

















                                                   
100  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁520-21 闅]腂 
101  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁522 闅]腂 
102  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁543腁522-23 闅]腂 








SWNCC 150/3 苆 JCS-1380/15 苌鏠靥腩苆苨苭芯腁JCS-1380/15 苌'plans for dissolving 
large Japanese industrial and banking combines or other large concentrations of private 
business control'苌觰軟腪苉苜苅譹英芾腂轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯芪鋱裄芵芽腵4 貴醥腶腩 four 
points腪苌 4 铔雚苅芠苩躟苌貴醥芪野鞧鍟苰进銥芷苩腂裏裵觯芪 8 貎 28 鏺苉 GHQ 苉鋱软
芵芽腵轗銆鑲辜豶触苌辔離釨苉論芷苩誩趐腩Memorandum, DBR to SCAP, Findings and 












7 貎 20 鏺苉鏺陻醂鉂誔躮觯軐苉論芷苩躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯苌辑韞芪钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥
莋觛芩苧轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯苉醗镴芳苪芽躞芩苧腁遒趸裏裵觯苌陻鞈苌鑃隱苅芠苩跄闒邬
豶触裄苌貟鎢跬识芪蹮苜苁芽腂花苪芪野鞧苰进銥芷苩躖韡苅苠芠苁芽腂蹷韟裄苍腁6 軐閪誄
裄苜芽苍 5 軐閪誄裄苌芢芸苪芩苅跄闒邬芷苩花苆苰蹷韟芵芽苠苌苅芠苁芽腂8 貎 19 鏺苉腁
遒趸裏裵觯苍腁躩苧苌镝覿苰躦芵芽芤芦苅腁GHQ 芪花苌蹷韟裄苰闛鞯芵苄腁鏺陻醂鉂苰蹷
鋨芩苧觰辜芷苩花苆苰誩趐芵芽腂钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苍腁8 貎 10 鏺苌躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏
裵觯苌銮閷觯苅裙譣芪软芳苪苈芩苁芽躖軀苰鎥苜芦腁1058 貎 22 鏺苉腁躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯
                                                   
104  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁531-33 闅]腂 
105  6 貎 10 鏺苉 Marquat 诇銷芪遒趸裏裵觯苉醗镴芵苄芢芽軀蹻軨醱苉論芷苩閶辑苍腁腩 1腪
躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯苍腁蹷韟裄苰钭芵芽苌芿苉銮閷觯苰詊跃芷苩腁腩 2腪銮閷觯苅遖躖軀芪
软芳苪苈芢迪趇苉苍裏裵觯苍腁钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苌鎯裓苌芤芦苅腁貈鋨蹷韟苰鋊鉂
芷苩腁腩 3腪貈鋨蹷韟苍 30 鏺賣苉賸韍苰钭諶芷苩芩苧腁花苌諔苉腁遒趸裏裵觯苍 GHQ 苉誩  49
苉腁鏺陻醂鉂苉野芷苩貈鋨蹷韟腩6 軐閪誄裄腪苰鋊鉂芳芹芽腂钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛苍腁
芳苧苉腁躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯苉腁遟賋邻赼辊腩8 貎 31 鏺腪腁镽豋腩轚靆腪诠醮赈识腩9 貎 2
鏺腪腁鏺陻赼談腩9 貎 4 鏺腪苌鍓赼 3 軐苉野芷苩蹷韟裄苰鋊鉂芳芹芽腂芻苌芤芦苅腁9 貎 4
鏺苉苍腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯芪躦芵芽赬芦闻苰铡钻芷苩閶辑苰 ESS 诇銷苉鋱软芵芽腂 
遒趸裏裵觯苍腁8 貎 28 鏺苉腁酏譌腵4 貴醥腶苰諜苞腵誩趐腶苰 GHQ 苉鋱软芵腁酓铊鍉
苈邭跴跄貟鎢苌離釨鋱譎苰芨花苈苁芽腂 Marquat 诇銷芪腁離釨苌辈鞝苰 MacArthur 跅趂蹩
韟誯苆讦譣芵腁MacArthur 苍 9 貎 9 鏺苌轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯苆苌觯趇苅腵誩趐腶苌郼苅適
苞花苆苉鎯裓芵芽腂9 貎 11 鏺苉腁Marquat 诇銷芪腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯腁GHQ腃躝誔觯
軐邮鞝裏裵觯 3 軒苌觯趇苰詊跃芵芽腂花花苅 Marquat 诇銷苍腁躝誔觯軐邮鞝裏裵觯苉野芵
苄腁鏺陻醂鉂苰蹷鋨觰辜芷苩苆芢芤闻遪苰躦芵芽芤芦苅腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯苌鋱裄芵芽
腵4 貴醥腶苰鋱躦芵苄腁趡賣苌邭跴軀蹻苌諮酢苆芷苩苦芤靶邿芵芽腂106 
轗銆鑲辜遒趸裏裵觯苌 4 貴醥芪腁GHQ 芩苧賶镜芳苪腁遖閷苍腁腵轗銆鑲辜陀腶苉苦苁苄
跄闒邬芳苪苩諩识苍腁芫苭苟苄辭邔腁芠苩芢苍詆隳芩苠芵苪苈芢苆靜酺芵腁轗銆鑲辜邭跴




1948 鑎 10 貎 9 鏺苉 Truman 釥鎝韌芪腁趑视裀酓闛迡觯譣苌腵荁莁莊荊苌野鏺邭跴苉論
芷苩辔誩趐腶腩 NSC-13/2腪苰辳鑆芵芽花苆苉苦苨腁趑隱迈芪 FEC 苉鋱裄芵芽 FEC-230 苰
軦苨覺芰苩闻遪芪詭鑆芳苪芽腂12 貎 9 鏺苌 FEC 苉芨芯苩 McCoy 荁莁莊荊釣镜苌邺难苉苦
苁苄腁荁莁莊荊邭镻苍 FEC-230 苰邳躮苉鍐觱芵芽腂108 
 
[6-3-5].  荨荞药荞苌荒荘荧 
 
腵觟鍸豯跏韍轗銆鑲辜陀腶芪鍋靰芳苪芽苌苍鎖辉蹷鋨諩识 325 軐苌芤芿 18 軐苉野芵苄苅
芠苁芽腂18 軐苌芤芿苅苍腁邻躆 3 軐苉閪誄芳苪芽覤蹱邻躆腁鍓赼 2 軐苉閪誄芳苪芽鏺陻邻
鍓腁荲腛莋 2 軐苉閪誄芳苪芽釥鏺陻钞軰腁酀裛閔雥苆辤躖閔雥芪閪鞣芳苪芽釥貚蹙识腁3 釥
醢酄辊苰躲苉 3 軐苉閪誄芳苪芽蹏镈轤赈识苈苇芪苆苨苭芯裳进鍉苅芠苩芪腁芻苪苙苇裳进
                                                                                                                                                     
趐苰鋱软芷苩腁腩 4腪GHQ 苍腁誩趐苌釸铛苰钻鉦芵腁ESS 诇銷苰鋊芶苄钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥
莋觛苉酛鉵苰蹷躦芷苩腁苆芷苩軨醱苰躦芵苄芢芽腂釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁529 闅]腂 





107  鍓赼 3 軐苉野芷苩蹷韟裄苌銮閷觯苠隳諺覄諺苉苈苁芽腂釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁536腁
539 闅]腂 












苍芸苅芠苩腂鏺陻邻鍓苌荐腛荘苅苍跄闒邬豶触辑苌鋱软芪 1948 鑎 4 貎 8 鏺腁轗銆鑲辜遒趸
裏裵觯苌誩趐芪 1948 鑎 12 貎 15 鏺苅芠苁芽腩蹷韟裄苍 1948 鑎 10 貎 9 鏺腁銮閷觯芪 10
貎 28 鏺腪腂貈鋨蹷韟苍 1948 鑎 12 貎 17 鏺苅芠苨腁腵酛鉵腶芪軀蹻芳苪芽苌芪 1950 鑎 4 貎




芪腁JCS-1380/15 苌鏠靥腩苆苨苭芯腁JCS-1380/15 苌'plans for dissolving large Japanese 






                                                   
109  轗銆鑲辜陀蹷鋨 18 軐苌軨醱鏠靥苌裪鞗镜苍腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁554-61 闅腁镜
4-7]腂 
110  鎯靬苌鏁銥芪腁花苌躞諺苉邬鞧芵芽鏆部诖蹾陀腩躄鍉鏆部苌诖蹾譹苑賶邳軦裸苌詭闛苉
論芷苩陀鞥腂1947 鑎陀鞥釦 54 趆腪苉苂芢苄苠諏蹀芳苪苩腂1946 鑎隖芩苧 1947 鑎辉苌躞
諺苰銆道苆芷苩 GHQ 腩芻苌銆道苍钽荧莉荘荧腅荊莋荥莋觛腪苌训芢蹷躦苰軳芯苄跬邬芳苪腁
荁莁莊荊陻趑苌钽荧莉荘荧辔陀苆裙苈苩辔鏁銥苰铵芦苩苉躊苁芽陀鞥裄芪鏺陻邭镻苉苦苨
趑觯苉鋱软芳苪芽苌苍 1947 鑎 3 貎 22 鏺苅芠苁芽腂轏譣襀苉迣鋶芳苪芽苌芪 3 貎 28 鏺苅
芠苨腁3 貎 31 鏺苉轏譣襀陻觯譣苅貴裄鋊苨观貈腁鎯鏺譍醰襀苅苠貴裄鋊苨观貈芳苪芽腂4








觰蹕邧賀韟腶苉論芵苄腁1948 鑎 11 貎苉腁豯跏鉣里顁趇觯芪腁GHQ 鎖诇芪邧賀觯軐韟苉苦
苩蹷鋨觯軐苰醊鎖釥閝苉觰辜芷苩辀铵芪芠苩苆鍠芦苧苪苩花苆苉野覞芵苄腁腵裪闠適英苅花
苌跛陻韟苌酓雊鍉鍐鑰苰鉦赳芵腁裈苄豯跏閜讻迣苌轤釥苈迡詑苰辜讎芳苪苩苦芤郘陝腶芷




軀迣苌酛鉵苰苆苩苆鎯躞苉腁1945 鑎 11 貎 24 鏺苉腵觯軐苌觰蹕苌邧賀鎙苌貏腶腩 1945 鑎銺







芯苩苗芫花苆苰譋鋶芵苄芢苩腂1945 鑎鎖躞躑陻诠苅 500 障襾裈迣苌陀遬諩识苍酓趑苅 900
軐苰邔芦芽芩苧腁鏺陻苌釣镜鍉諩识苌芷苗苄芪觰蹕邧賀苌野进苆芳苪芽花苆苉苈苩腂釦 2
述苉苦苨腁鎖辉腁 18 苌躝誔觯軐苆芻苪芼苪苌蹱觯軐 336 軐芪邧賀觯軐腩 restricted concerns腪





邧賀觯軐譋邧芪芷苗苄觰辜芳苪芽苌苍腁1951 鑎 7 貎 1 鏺苌腵觯軐苌觰蹕苌邧賀苉論芷苩
銺韟苰鑰蹾芷苩邭韟腶腩 1951 鑎邭韟釦 247 趆腪苉苦苁苄苅芠苨腁邧賀觯軐譋邧苍雱 5 鑎钼
苉譹英芾腂邧賀觯軐蹷鋨苰觰辜芳苪芽諩识邔苍腁1946 鑎苉 9 軐腁1947 鑎苉 43 軐腁1948
鑎苉 24 軐苉芷芬苈芩苁芽腂1949 鑎苉苍酏钼諺苌苝苅 289 軐芪觰辜芳苪芽芪腁1949 鑎隖苅
                                                                                                                                                     
荧莉荘荧陀邧苉邸鋊芵芽靌鑜苈遬腘苉苦苁苄腁跄貟鎢芷苩花苆苰誩趐芷苩腶腩釥醠迈跠邭蹪
躺腁1982a腁533 闅腪腂 1949 鑎 5 貎 20 鏺苉觼邳陀芪邬鞧芵芽芪腁芻苌觟鋶苠荘莀腛荘苉苍
適苜芸腁觼邳苠銆鍲钼鉛苈苠苌苉轉苭苁芽腂鏆部诖蹾陀苌邧鋨觟鋶苉苂芢苄苍腁鎯腁釦 4
迍釦 1 郟苰腁芻苌觼邳苉苂芢苄苍釦 4 迍釦 4 郟苰蹑迆腂苭苪苭苪苍腁趡鏺苉芨芢苄苠腁鏆
部诖蹾陀苰銆道苆芷苩鏺陻苌讣醈邭跴芪隞醫芷苗芫迳釔苉芠苩苆苍赬芦苈芢腂芻苌貴裶苌
裪鉛苍腁邧鋨躞苉酉釰芳苪芽陀鞥苆陀鞥苌躷赳里邧苉論芷苩諮陻赜醢苉譎裶芵苄芢苩腂迚
芵芭苍腁蹏韖腅Ramseyer[2004]苰蹑迆腂   52






[6-4].  韡躦 3腆鎝邧苆賶鉣 
 
  跰鏺躄芪釥醠迈芨苦苑鑟韑迈苉芨芢苄閷芭苆花苫苉苦苪苎腁譍蹩韟閔苉芨芢苄苍跅诟






苩豗誯苜苅賤鍠鉂覺芳苪苎赋芢苅芷腩1945 鑎 12 貎 22 鏺腁The Oriental Economist, 
Tanzan Ishibashi腪腂 113 
 
豯跏鎝邧苌轤躋苆芻苌芳苧苈苩训覻苖苌蹵購芪陻顟閶苌貟鎢苌迅鍟苅芠苩 1947 鑎苆






                                                   
111  邧賀觯軐譋邧苌迚跗苉苂芢苄苍腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁181-217 闅]苰蹑迆腂 











113  郎讴[1970腁 112-13 闅]腂 GHQ ESS 苌莌荦腛(John Z. Reday)躁袶苌辑諈豠躮苅辑芩苪芽










































釥趲苌郠难苅苍腁隽韟苌雚鍉苍躟苌 2 鍟苅芠苁芽腂腩 1腪邶誈镋軹镩苰鎾苩苉芠芽苁苄镸苟
苩軒苆鎯鎙苌譀觯苰裪铊釥轏苉非芦苩花苆腂腩 2腪裪铊釥轏苉苆苁苄迭苉鑪觳鍉苈苩荃莓荴
莌苌钭鍗苰酪蹾芷苩花苆腂114陻趀陠鎪苉裸靰芵芽閶迍苍腁鎯裪遬閨腩郎讴鉘蹒腪苉苦苁苄
苙苚 2 莕貎賣苉辑芩苪芽苠苌苅芠苩腂 
釦 5 郟苉販芽鑀芭腁郎鉙銡苌郝鉵腁鑺鉙賶鉣苌郝鉵腁豯跏裀鋨陻閔苌酮郝腁芻芵苄腁1947
鑎轴苌豯跏裀鋨陻閔苌詧釥训覻苍腁芢芸苪苠 GHQ 苌训芢靶邿腩芠苩芢苍腁隽韟腪苉苦苩腂
苂苜苨腁1940 鑎釣賣钼苌鏺陻豯跏苰鏁銥苃芯芽赌铍苈豯跏鎝邧苍腁軀躿鍉苉 GHQ 苉苦苁
苄训芭還辧芳苪腁軀躿鍉苉训邧芳苪芽苠苌苅芠苩腂苈芺腁芢芩苉芵苄花苌苦芤苈花苆芪譎
芫芽芩腈 
JCS-1380/15 苌銼郚論顁芷苩躟苌閔閪苍 The Operation of the Japanese Economic 
System 苌裪閔苅芠苁苄腁酏豦苌 Democratization of Japanese Economic Institutions 芩苧
苌閔閪苌酏苉鉵芩苪苄芢苩腂115 
 
  19. The Japanese authorities will be expected to develop and effectively carry 
out programs of working activity that will enable them out of their own resources 
and labor to accomplish the following: 
        a. To avoid acute economic distress. 
        b. To assure just and impartial distribution of available supplies. 
        c. To meet your demands for the needs of the occupying forces. 
        d. To meet the requirements for such reparations deliveries as may be 
agreed upon by the Allied Governments. 
  In order to achieve these aims, the Japanese authorities will have to make the 
utmost effort to maximize production of agricultural and fishery products, coal, 
                                                   
114  裈迣苍腁鎌靭豯跏遖闱苌 1945 鑎 10 貎 13 鏺趆苉腵鎝邧鍐鑰苌闻陀腆邶酎遈鞿镩苌躩青
铌钄離釨腶苆釨芵苄豦跚芳苪芽腵軐顟腶苌陠鎪閔閪苌靶雱苅芠苩腂腵軐顟腶苍郎讴[1970腁
103-7 闅]苉軻類芳苪苄芢苩腂苜芽腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976a腁242-43 闅]苰蹑迆腂腵顁趇趑跅





115  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁169-70 闅]腂   55
charcoal, housing repair materials, clothing and other essentials. In the event that 
they fail to do so, you will direct them to take such measures as in your judgment 
are necessary. 
---- 
  21. The Japanese authorities shall be permitted on their own responsibility to 
establish and administer any controls over economic activities that  are 
appropriate or necessary in order to achieve the  economic ends specified in 
paragraph 19. Both the policy and the administration of these controls shall be 
subject to your approval and supervision particularly in so far as they may conflict 










迣豦苌 19 趀腁21 趀苉邳鎖苉諮苃芭苆苍販芦苈芢腂苠苁苆苠腁釦 4 郟苉販芽鑀芭腁鎝邧训
覻苰雚蹷芷鎮芫苌銆苅鋱譎芳苪芽苠苌苅芠苨腁鏺陻邭镻芠苩芢苍芻苌軼闓苌鎝邧训覻苰陝
苞遬腘苉苍誽豽芳苪芽腂116 
賶鉣邧鍸苍腁[6-3-1]苉裸靰芵芽 JCS-1380/15 苌 Democratization of Japanese Economic 
Institutions 苌裸靰閔閪苉醱芭躟苌閔閪苉諮苃芭苦芤苅芠苩腂117 
 













苆苭苪苭苪苍赬芦苩腂   56
(3)  Dissolve the Control Associations. Any necessary public function  previously 
performed by these associations should be transferred to public agencies, 
approved and supervised by you. 
 
















                                                   
118  郭躞鎝邧諺苉鎝邧觯苌覡苌顁鞍譀論苆芵苄譀鑜芵芽轤靶蹙识讦譣觯腩腵轤蹙讦腶腪苌躖隱
诇銷距鑃銆腩1944 鑎 9 貎 3 鏺腪苉躡裀裛躝陀裡钽苅貛閺釠苉釟闟芳苪芽钿醫豶苍腁郭賣軟











苌苅芠苁芽腶腩豯跏鉣里顁趇觯腁1962a腁766 闅腪腂 GHQ 苌蹷躦苍腁鏺陻苉芨芯苩觟讎苌豯
貱苢芻花芩苧鎾苧苪芽苍芸苌讳豐苰誮酓苉隳躋芵芽苠苌苅芠苁芽腂赋芢苉苠腁蹷躦鋊苨苌
迳讵苍軀費芵苈芩苁芽腂 
119  荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁161-66 闅]苠蹷鍅芷苩鑀芭腁ESS 苌鎖诇軒芽芿苍腁賶鉣苌莂荦莋
苆芵苄腁荁莁莊荊苅郭躞銆苉韕躞苉郝芯苧苪芽靁鏼郎電苆荓莀苰軦苨袵芤邭镻陀遬苰赬芦
苄芢芽腂花苌苦芤苈賶鉣苰鑏鎪苉鉵芢苄腁鎝邧譀赜苆芵苄苌賶鉣邧鍸苰郏诉鍉苉鞘靰芷苩
花苆苌諫貯邫苉 ESS 苌莁莓药腛芪譃苃芭芽苟苉苍腁花苪苰腵鏺陻苰軐觯覻腶芷苩芽苟苌靌  57
 
[6-5].  芻苌醼苌邧雱腅襥访腆钅辞腁陦裕邧賀腁賶遅鋇闺 
 





1952 鑎 4 貎 28 鏺苉野鏺閽顡述雱芪钭賸芵腁部韌芪轉貋芵芽腂鎯鏺腁 GHQ 芪鑰蹾芳苪芽腂
郭醈轉鞹芩苧 6 鑎 8 莕貎训賣苌花苆苅芠苩腂陻郟陠鎪苉裸靰芵芽 Potsdam Declaration 苌







趂蹩韟誯苍腁芷苅苉 1947 鑎 3 貎 17 鏺苉醁諺野鏺赵顡苰鋱辥芵苄芢芽腂120 
 
[6-5-1].  钅辞 
 
腵钅辞腶苉論苭苩邭跴芨苦苑芻苌闏鎮芪鏺陻豯跏腁鏺陻邭镻苌豯跏邭跴苰釥芫芭邧雱芵
芽腂隯諔钅辞蹷鋨赈迪苌觰辜闻遪芪 GHQ 芩苧钭镜芳苪芽苌苍 1952 鑎 3 貎 19 鏺苅芠苨腁
赵顡述雱钭賸 2 鏺酏苌 4 貎 26 鏺苉赱诳譀邻醢蹻郝鎙 850 赈迪苌闔諒芪钭镜芳苪芽腂121芻
苪苜苅苌諺諔腩苂苜苨腁酓部韌諺諔腪腁钅辞蹷鋨赈迪苍腁鍐讎隽韟苌钭软苰釒譀芷苩迳釔苉
鉵芩苪芽腂花花苅苍腁钅辞邭跴苌误里鍉鏠靥苰跅辉苉难躦芵芽 Pauley Interim Report 苌諮
                                                                                                                                                     
韍軨鉩苆芵苄鞘靰芷苩諩苄芪費軀苌苠苌苆苈苩花苆芪镋靶苅芠苁芽腂 
120  荧莋腛荽莓腅荨荎荧莊莓苅腵韢郭里邧腶苌邬鞧芪难詭苉苈苁芽 1947 鑎 3 貎 12 鏺苌 5
鏺賣苌花苆苅芠苨腁腵野鏺部韌邭跴苌鍝誷腶芪適苟苧苪芽苆芳苪苩躞諺苌花苆苅芠苩腂釥醠
迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁479-80 闅]腂部韌諺苰鋊芶苄 MacArthur 芪裪铊譌軒苰賰芦苄趧鉫芵芽
跅辉苅跅賣苌譀觯苅苌花苆苅芠苨腁釥芫芭闱鎹芳苪芽腂苠苁苆苠腁鎯靬苌軯蹼苰荁莁莊荊
遬譌軒苉質苁苄荁莁莊荊苅苠闱鎹芳苪芽苌苍 1 莕貎苠酏苌花苆芾苁芽腂2 貎 20 鏺苉苍鞤豒
迈苉靶邿芵苄芢芽芵腁芷苅苉 MacArthur 苌裓購苰軳芯芽覺襀譣裵芪顁降譣觯苉野鏺貈譣苰
醣芷貈譣裄苰鋱软芵苄芢芽腂芳苧苉腁3 貎 11 鏺苉苍腁莂荘荎莏苅詊跃邡酏苌 4 莕趑詏醊觯
譣苅 George Marshall 趑隱銷誯芪野鏺赵顡苰鋱裄芷苩蹼腁鋊鉭苰軳芯苄芢芽腂裈迣腁賜轜
鞒[1986腁63-64 闅]腂苌芿苉腵醁諺赵顡腶顟苆賄苎苪苩花苆苉苈苩鎖躞苌鎮芫苌迚跗苉苂芢
苄苍腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976a腁336-42 闅]苰蹑迆腂 
121  鋊辤蹙识迈釥遢誯陛銲趸觛[1954腁536 闅]腂   58
陻鍉赬芦闻苆腁钅辞蹷鋨赈迪芪軳芯芽邧雱苉苂芢苄諈鉐苉运觮芷苩腂 
Potsdam Declaration 苍 11 趀苅钅辞苉論顁芵苄躟苌鑀芭轱苗苩腂 
 
  11. Japan shall be permitted to maintain such industries as will sustain her 
economy and permit the exaction of just reparations in kind, but not those which 
would enable her to re-arm for war. To this end, access to, as distinguished from 
control of, raw materials shall be permitted. Eventual Japanese participation in 
world trade relations shall be permitted. 
 
郝鋨芳苪芽野鏺钅辞邭跴苌諮陻郼苉覈苁芽误里裄苌跬邬苍芷苅苉野荨荃荣钅辞離釨苰軨
芪芯苄芢芽 Edwin W. Pauley腩釥鎝韌鏁蹧貓釥蹧腪苉裏苋苧苪芽腂荨荃荣苉論芷苩鑃苰誮
鞹芵芽 Pauley 苉腁1945 鑎 9 貎 15 鏺苉 Truman 釥鎝韌苍裸芫醱芫野鏺钅辞離釨苌鉓鎖苰
隽芶芽腂釥鎝韌苍 Pauley 鑨貭苉苂芢苄苌 11 貎 1 鏺苌邺难苅腁腵野鏆钅辞苉苂芢苄苌荼荣荟
莀觯譣苅跌釰芳苪芽荼腛莌腛苉苦苩豶触芪荨荃荣芩苧跄苑郭醈芷苩鑜韍苰辜讎芵芽苌苆鎯
靬苉腁鏺陻苉野芷苩钅辞豶触苌諮陻鍉雚镗苠鏺陻苌過鞪苰襩譶苉轉醧芳芹苩花苆苅芠苩腶
苆轱苗芽腂11 貎 13 鏺苉鎌讞苉鎞銅芵芽 Pauley 苰鉣銷苆芷苩蹧郟鉣芪腁12 貎 6 鏺苉
Washington 苉釅鍤芵芽芢苭苤苩 Pauley Interim Report 苌鏠靥芨苦苑腁賶镜躞苌 Pauley
釥蹧苌邺难銆苌躟苌閶貾芪釥芫苈荖莇荢荎苰非芦芽腂122 
 
  In steel, and in machine tools and other machinery made from steel, Japan's 
own figures show that she still has, in workable condition, more than twice the 




腩1腪 赈跬譀詂邻醢鑜韍苌钼閪腩軥靶 27 赈迪腪 
腩2腪 鞤詃豒赈辱苌酓閔腩雱 7 障釤腪腁赱诳譀邻醢苌酓閔腩雱 22 障釤腪腁荻腛莋芨苦苑
莍腛莉腛腅荸荁莊莓荏赈迪苌酓閔腅赱诳钭鎮譀赈迪苌酓閔苉醶距芷苩酓赈跬譀詂
腩35-40 障釤腪 
腩3腪 部韌苉镋靶苈酄钕苌轃鞝苉蹸迡苈芫铍裍苉芨芢苄 20 醢酄辊苌酓蹻郝芨苦苑酓镴
醮郝铵 
腩4腪 鑎蹙 250 障荧莓苰銴芦苩赼鍓邶蹙鑜韍 
腩5腪 郎鉙鑒迄觎韍钭鍤辊苌钼閪 
ꖥꖁ榈좉몗ꪁ檥ꖥ123 
                                                   
122  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁442 闅]腂 
123  裈迣腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1984腁209-17 闅]腂   59
 



















鍉苈販銼芵芪適英芾腂1948 鑎辉鎪苉釦 2 躟 Strike 闱趐苆 Johnston 闱趐芪醊躟芢苅钭镜芳





趑视裀酓闛迡觯譣苌貈鋨腩NSC13/3腪苍腁1949 鑎 5 貎 10 11 鏺苉趑隱銷誯芩苧詥鉮距詏
賶諙苰鋊芶苄 FEC10 荊趑苌詏醊苉軨賰芳苪芽腂芻苌芤芦苅腁 5 貎 12 鏺苌 FEC 釦 153 觱觯
譣苅 McCoy 荁莁莊荊釣镜芪邺难苰鏇苝迣芰腁銆諔钅辞鍐讎苌銆蹾苰賶镜芵芽腂芵芩芵腁 FEC
辔趑苌芤芿苅苍荴荂莊荳莓苆銆趑芪鏁苉训赤苈赒譣苰镜难芵芽腂127貋诇腁荁莁莊荊邭镻苌
                                                   
124  裈迣腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1984腁275-80 闅]腂 
125  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1984腁340-41 闅]腂 
126  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1984腁403-30 闅]腂 




貈鋨芪腁钅辞蹷鋨赈迪苌蹷鋨觰辜苉譁貋芷苩苌苍赵顡述雱芪钭賸芵芽 1952 鑎苅芠苁芽腂 
钅辞苆芵苄鍐讎芳苪芽蹻郝苍醽芭苍苈芩苁芽腂芵芩芵腁钅辞邭跴苉钺苁苄钭邶芵芽荒荘
荧苍陣釥苅芠苁芽腂钅辞邭跴苌軀躿鍉雚鍉芪裪鋨詺苌覿鉬苌裚鍝芾苆芷苪苎腁花苪苙苇
inefficient 苈 plan 芪費軀苉跌靰芳苪苩花苆苍譈靌芾苫芤腂 
 
[6-5-2].  陦裕邧賀 
 
  1948 鑎苉鏼苨腁隯諔陦裕苉論芷苩辔軭苌邧賀苍譽醬苉諉顡芳苪苩花苆苆苈苁芽腂 1948
鑎 2 貎腁蹩韟閔苉苦苁苄詏趑陦裕辤苌鏺陻鏼趑芪酓雊鍉苉鑆苟苧苪苩花苆苆苈苨腁 5 貎 15








賀芳苪苄芢芽腂釦 3 郟苉販芽腁鏺陻邭镻苌邻赼靰轤電苌靁鏼讖观遜邿苉野芷苩 GHQ 苌镳讖
观觱鎚苍腁隯諔陦裕芪诖蹾芳苪苄芢芽躞諺苌软鞈躖苅芠苩腂隯諔靁鏼芪鑆苟苧苪苩苦芤苉
苈苁芽苌苍苍苩芩賣苌花苆苅芠苩腂 













                                                                                                                                                     
闏赘芳苪芽腂鎯腁436 闅腂苂苜苨腁花苌躞鍟苜苅苍腁花苌苦芤苈邧賀芪见芦苧苪苄芢芽腂 
128  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976b腁21-23 闅]腂 
129  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976b腁68-70 闅]腂   61
酓苉腪趑视陦裕苆芵苄赳苭苪腁跗閔苉苭芽苁苄苜苅 GHQ 苌談鞝覺苉鉵芩苪芽腂苠芿苫英腁
鏺陻邭镻苌邭跴苖苌邧雱腅襥访苍腁談鞝苌误里鍉鏠靥苉酓雊鍉苉裋醶芷苩腂 
SWNCC 150/3 苌陦裕苉論苭苩閔閪苍芷苅苉[6-2]苅販芽腂GHQ 苌邭跴苰苦苨軀躿鍉苉述
貏苃芯芽 JCS-1380/15 苌論顁閔閪苌芤芿腁陻顟閶苌鏠靥苉銼郚論苭苩苌苍腁Foreign 
Economic Transaction苌26趀苌裪閔苆Civilian Supply Policy and Standard of Provision
苌 29 趀苌裪閔苅芠苩腩覺郼苍裸靰軒苉苦苩腪 腂130 
 
  26. You will establish controls over all Japanese foreign trade in goods and 
services. Such controls should be so operated as to give effect during the initial 
period to the following policies: 
  a. Exports shall not be approved if such goods are clearly needed to meet 
minimum domestic requirements. 
  c. Exports other than those directed to be shipped on reparation account or as 
restitution may be made only to those recipients who agree to provide necessary 
imports in exchange or agree to pay for such exports in foreign exchange. 
  e. Approval should be given only to imports which are clearly in accord with the 
economic policies elsewhere set down in this directive. 
 
  29. a. You will assure that all practicable economic and police measures are 
taken to achieve the maximum utilization of essential Japanese resources in order 
that imports into Japan may be strictly limited. Such measures will include 
production  and price controls, rationing, control of black markets, fiscal and 
financial controls and other measures directed toward full employment of 
resources, facilities, and means available in Japan. 
  b. You will be responsible for providing imported supplies only to supplement 
local resources and only to the extent  is needed  to prevent such widespread 
disease or civil unrest as would endanger the occupying forces or interfere with 
military operations. Such imports will be confined to minimum quantities of food, 
fuel, medical and sanitary supplies and other essential items, including those 
which will enable local production of such supplies which you would otherwise 
have to import.   
   
趑鏠軹靶苰隞芽芷芽苟苌靁鏼苉苂芢苄苍 29 趀苉苦苁苄貵芵芭邧賀芳苪芽腂趑鏠躑貹苌鞘
靰苰靄郦芵苄靁鏼苰跅辬賀苉邧賀芷苩花苆芪貴醥苆芵苄蹷韟芳苪腁'widespread disease or 
                                                   
130  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁171 闅]腂   62
civil unrest'苉苦苁苄部韌邭跴苌軀蹻芪諫譀苉諗苩花苆苰陨蹾芷苩芽苟苉镋靶苈迪趇裈詏苉
苍貴醥苰裭鉅芷苩花苆苰鑆苟苈芢苆芷苩苌芪 JCS 苌蹷韟苅芠苁芽腂131 
芵芩芵腁靁软镩苌邶蹙苌芽苟苌貴跞鞿苌靁鏼苉論芵苄苍腁芫苑芵芢邧賀芠苩芢苍貴醥诖
蹾芪蹷韟芳苪芽苦芤苉苍販芦苈芢腂芽苆芦苎腁见赈芵芽雈躅苢雈遄閨苰靁软芷苩芽苟苉镋
靶苈雈觔苌靁鏼苰腁'during the initial period'苉芨芢苄芳芦训芭邧賀芷苗芫芾苆 26 趀芪蹷
韟芵苄芢芽芾苫芤芩腈費軀苉苍腁遈韆諫譀苰郘苨钲芯苩芽苟苌遈鞿靁鏼裈詏苅苍腁1946 鑎
6 貎芩苧雈觔靁鏼芪讖观芳苪芽苌芪靁鏼苌蹮苜苨苅芠苁芽腂 132鞂 7 貎隖苉郭躞闢辞苌釅芿郘
苨苌販闔苨苆芵苄腁蹙识閜讻腅躸识野跴苌芽苟苌躑跞诙譽靁鏼苰讖观芷苩蹼苌觱鎚苰 GHQ
芩苧躦芳苪芽芪腁鋱软芵芽腵诙譽靁鏼靶邿 20 镩雚腶苌芤芿詭軀苉靁鏼芪讖观芳苪芽躑跞苍








芽苆芦苎腁雈觔苌靁鏼韊苍腁1930 鑎釣苉苍 70 障荧莓诟闓苌邅辀苉芠苁芽芪腁1946 鑎芩苧
1949 鑎苌 4 鑎諔苉苭芽苁苄 10 障荧莓釤苌邅辀苅還裚芵腁醱芭 5 鑎諔苌 50 障荧莓苌邅辀苰
釥芫芭覺觱苁芽腂 1930 鑎釣酏钼苉 300 障 kl 釤苅還裚芵芽貴電靁鏼韊苍腁 1946 鑎芩苧 1949
鑎苌閽诏苅 65 障 kl 苅芠苨腁1955 鑎苌 850 障 kl 苌 1/10 裈覺苌邅辀苅芠苁芽腂133 
 
[6-5-3].  賶遅鋇闺 
 




闻躮(disease and unrest formula)腶苆賄苎苪腁鏺鏆鞼趑苉野芷苩辉諺苌譾跏邭跴苰鞥芷苩
諮陻貴醥苆苈苁芽腂芽芾芵腁1946 鑎轴苜苅苉苍腁花苌闻躮苰讷芭觰軟芷苩花苆苍荁莁莊荊
苌鞘襶苉钽芷苩苆钻鉦芵腁鏺鏆鞼趑苉野芵腵譑觬陨蹾腶苌芽苟苌遈韆鎙苌讟讋苰詊蹮芵芽(釥




苨腁GHQ 苌酏 ESS 诇銷苅荪莅腛莈腛荎苌酀裛识軒苉閜譁芵苄芢芽 Kramer 芪腷荴荈腛荠
莅莓腸躏苌 1947 鑎 6 貎趆苅腁荁莁莊荊苌酀裛腁鎩諭腁諊譬识詅芪鏺陻辤镩苌閜譁诖蹾襞鎮
苰適苟苄芢苩苌苰铡钻芵苄腁腵芻苪苅苍鏺陻豯跏苍芢芩苉芵苄邶芫苄芢芯苎苦芢苌芩腶苆離
芢腁腵譑芦芽遬腘苙苇諫貯苈苠苌苍苈芢腶苆豸趐芵芽腩釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺腁 1976a腁 280-82 闅腪腂  
133  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1978腁111 闅]腂貴躑鞿苍鏺陻询赳腷陻降豯跏鎝豶腸腂    63
Potsdam Declaration 苌 6 趀苍躟苌鑀芭郩貾芷苩腂 
 
  (6) There must be eliminated for all time the authority and influence of those 
who have deceived and misled the people of Japan into embarking on world 
conquest, for we insist that a new order of peace, security and justice will be 
impossible until irresistible militarism is driven from the world.   
 
JCS-1380/15苌Elimination of Certain Elements in the Japanese Economic Activity苆
釨芳苪芽閔閪苌 23 趀苍躟苌鑀芭蹷韟芵芽腩覺郼苍裸靰軒苉苦苩腪 腂 
 
  23. You will prohibit the retention in or selection for positions of important 
responsibility or influence in industry, commerce, or agriculture of all persons who 
have been active exponent of militant nationalism and aggression, of those who 
have actively participated in the organizations enumerated in paragraph 5g 
(above, Political and General Part) of this directive, and of any who do not direct 
future Japanese economic effort solely towards peaceful ends. (In the absence of 
evidence, satisfactory to you, to the contrary, you will assume that any persons 
who have held key positions of high responsibility since 1937, in industry, finance, 
commerce, or agriculture have been active exponents of militant nationalism and 
aggression.)   
 
裈迣苉躦芳苪芽鑀芭腁豒趑軥譠鍉蹷鎱軒苢资郭鍉趑视軥譠苌郏诉鍉還適軒苰賶遅苢轤靶
苈躄鍉諩识苌諄鏂鍉腅讳裧鍉鉮裊芩苧鑲辜芷苩闻遪苍芷苅苉 Potsdam Declaration 鎙苅难
苧芩苉芳苪苄芢芽腂芵芩芵腁1946 鑎 1 貎 4 鏺苌腵资苜芵芭苈芢遬閨苌賶遅芩苧苌辜讎腶苉
論芷苩詯辑腩SCAPIN550 趆腪芪鏺陻邭镻苉軀蹻苰靶讁芵芽鏠靥苍腁芻苌野进芪赌铍苅芠苁
芽芽苟腁鏺陻苌邭腅跠腅誯詅苉釥芫苈荖莇荢荎苰非芦芽腂 








躡裪顙苧苌荐腛荘芪芻苌韡苅芠苨腁苆芭苉郎讴醠醊苌迪趇苍腁跠邭邭跴苉論芷苩 ESS  64
苆苌野鞧芪鋇闺苌軥芽苩鎮譀苆苈苁芽腂134 
 
迣苉裸靰芵芽 JCS-1380/15 苌 23 趀芪貾譹芷苩鑀芭腁 陻顟閶苌鏠靥苉苦苨銼郚論苭苩腵豯
跏鋇闺腶苠腵賶遅鋇闺腶苌裪諂苰赜邬芷苩腂1351946 鑎 1 貎 4 鏺苌 GHQ 詯辑芪躦芵芽 7 趀
苌諮辀苌芤芿腁E 趀腵鏺陻苌陣銣苉論豗芵芽诠靚譀論苈苧苑苉詊钭譀論苌雰裵腶芨苦苑 G
趀腵芻苌醼苌豒趑軥譠軒譹诉鉛苈趑视軥譠軒腶苉豯跏詅論豗軒芪諜苜苪苩观鑜邫芪芠苁芽腂
'key positions of high responsibility'苌误里鍉鏠靥苰諜苟苄腵費鉮腶苅貈鋨芷苗芫躖趀芪閝
赌芭蹣芳苪苄芢芽花苆腁貈鋨鏠靥苌釃鎖邫苢芻苌襥访苈苇苰苟芮苁苄 GHQ 鏠閔苅裓販芪苜
苆苜苧苈芩苁芽花苆苈苇苌鞝青芩苧腁腵豯跏鋇闺腶苌軀蹻苍釦 1 躟鋇闺苅苍鉉迣芰芳苪芽腂  
1946 鑎 4 貎覺轻芩苧 GHQ 鏠閔苅釅芿趇苭芹芪蹮苜苨腁鏺陻邭镻苉苠貟鎢苰讁苟芽腂鉓
鎖芷苩隯邶诇腩GS腪芪鏺陻邭镻苉邳躮苉跠詅鋇闺苰蹷躦芷苩閶辑苰醗苁芽苌苍 1946 鑎 8
貎 20 鏺苅芠苨腁鏺陻邭镻苍 10 貎 21 鏺苉芩苈苨迚跗苈豶触苰鋱软芵芽腂10 貎裄苅苍 397
苌諩识苆 52 苌鏁闊陀苉苦苩鉣里腩芤芿豯跏論豗苍 28腪苌雰裵芪詙鎖軒苆芳苪苄芢芽腂諩识
苌酉鋨諮辀苍腁躑陻诠 1 覭襾裈迣苌釥觯軐腁醍鞝釥遢芪觟鍸苌豯跏韍轗銆苉蹷鋨芷苩觯軐腁
軥靶苈诠靚論豗譀論腁鎝邧觯軐腁赱诳譀腅閐諭苰邻醢芷苩軥韍觯軐腁鏆部鍉苈辤軐腁躝誔
觯軐苆芻苌論豗釥觯軐苈苇苅芠苁芽腂GS 芪鏺陻邭镻苉醗苁芽 10 貎裄苰釥诘苉芨芢苄辳鑆
芵芽詯辑苍腁觟鍸苌豯跏韍轗銆苅芠苩諩识苌雰裵苰軥芽苩野进苆芷苗芫花苆芪训銲芳苪芽腂
苂苜苨腁1946 鑎 3 貎苌 Edwards Report 芪豯跏鋇闺苌諮辀苆芵苄轤躋芳苪芽腂136 
1947 鑎 1 貎 4 鏺賶镺苌銺韟苉苦苁苄釦 2 躟鋇闺芪詊蹮芳苪芽芪腁G 趀苌豯跏論豗苅苍
6,951 隼芪遒趸野进苆苈苨腁453 隼芪距遅銆苌賶遅芩苧鋇闺芳苪腁186 隼芪賶遅苉轁芯苈芢
苠苌苆芳苪芽腂E 趀苅苍野覞芷苩邔躚苍腁芻苪芼苪腁51 隼腁12 隼腁31 隼苅芠苁芽腂跠詅
                                                   
134  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976a腁188-89 闅]腂鋇闺苍腁1948 鑎 3 貎苜苅豰醱芳苪腁花苌諔邔躚苌
觼邳苰豯苄腁野进苰豯跏詅腁鉮闻賶认鉣里腁貾顟詅苉赌芰腁芳苧苉詙鎖軒苌蹏遥鎙苉譹苚
芷苈苇腁训覻腁鍏鋪芳苪芽腂鋇闺軒苌醍邔苍 21 障遬腩遒趸野进軒苍 231 障遬腪腁芤芿豒遬
芪 79.6%腁邭詅遬 16.5%腁銴趑视軥譠軒 1.6%腁跠詅遬 0.9%腁誯鞻 0.9%腩1,809 遬腪腁貾顟
遬 0.5%苆醱芭腂鎯腁208 闅腂 
135  荒腛荇莓[1983腁迣腁241 闅]苉苦苪苎腁跠詅遬苌鋇闺苍野鏺邭跴鞧裄苌跅轉鉩詋苅赬芦
芾芳苪芽苠苌苅芠苁芽腂1945 鑎 8 貎 22 鏺苌趑隱迈跄闒苅腁John Carter Vincent 苌鞦芢苩
譽適鍉觼詶軒芪 Joseph Grew腁 Eugene Dooman 苧覸貒鑨苉軦苁苄釣苭苁芽芠苆苅芷苧腵鏺
陻苌辫鞈苌豯跏鍉鍷韍苰閽顡雚鍉苌芽苟芾芯苉蹷鎱芵苈芢遬腘腶苉賀苧苪苄芨苨腁腵蹙识腅
诠靚腅辤识腅鑟识苌閪雬苅轤靶苈郓鑃苈芢芵襥访韍苰钺芤荼荘荧腶苉鍋靰芵芽苌苍苍苩芩
賣苌花苆苅芠苁芽腂JCS-1380/15 苌 23 趀苌镴金述趀苍腁General Eisenhower 芠苄苌野荨
荃荣部韌邭跴苌諮陻闻遪苰蹷躦芵芽 JCS1067(April 1945)苌 6c 苌镜費苰芻苌苜苜豊苨闔芵
芽苠苌苅芠苁芽腂JCS1067 苉苂芢苄苍腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁827-37 闅]苰蹑迆腂闄荜




邬鞧芵芽苌苍花苌 5 莕貎賣苅芠苩腂 
  136釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁311-12 闅]腂   65
鋇闺苌鎮芫芪鍠芦苧苪芽躞苉腁蹷鋨芳苪苩花苆苰靜酺芵苄腁躖酏苉賶遅苰身鑃芵芽遬腘芪
芢芽腂花苪苧苌遬腘苰蹷鋨芵苈芢花苆苉苦苩钲芯鎹苰苓芳芮芽苟苉郝芯苧苪芽覼蹷鋨邧苉






[6-6]. Dodge line   
 
  Government regulation and control of every aspect of economic activity was never 
stronger in Japan than in the early years of the American Occupation. These 
misguided policies delayed Japan's economic recovery. Things began to change with 
the arrival in Tokyo of Joseph M. Dodge, President Truman's new special emissary to 
Japan. The fiscal austerity measures and reforms introduced at his suggestion became 
know as the Dodge line. 
  The relaxation of government controls over Japan's economy forms the major part 
of a "reverse course" in American policy. The initial goals of Occupation policy had 
been to punish the guilty (as defined by the United States!) and to strengthen political 
democracy. As the Americans set about achieving these aims, they regarded Japan's 
rapid economic recovery indifferently, at best (Flath腁2000腁p.83).   
 
郭賣苌鏺陻豯跏芪趬鞐芩苧閜讻腁芻芵苄邬銷苖裚赳芷苩觟鋶苅镋芸鍯迪芷苩貾靴苌 1 苂
芪 Dodge line 苅芠苩腂Flath[2000腁p.83]苌苦芤苉部韌辉諺苌賫苁芽邭跴芪鏺陻豯跏苌觱閜
苰鉸苧芹芽苆赬芦苩遬腘苉苆苁苄苠 Dodge line 苍鏁闊苌访芫苰苠苁苄芢苩腂腵豘軎邶蹙腶邭
跴芪靌賸苉譀鑜芵腁醱芫躞諺苌趂鍸邬銷苌諮铕豠邬苉釥芫芭赶貣芵芽苆芷苩腵鋊鑏腶苌酏
钼苍腁裈迣苉販芽鑀芭躖軀賫鑆苅芠苨腁賫觰苅芠苩腂鎖酒苌花苆苈芪苧腁賣钼閔閪苌軥銣
苉苠趪讒苍苈芢腂腵 Dodge line 苌裊鉵苃芯苍苇芤苈苩苌芩腈芻苌趂鍸邬銷苌芽苟苌諮铕豠邬
苖苌赶貣苉苂芢苄苜苅铛鋨芷苩苭芯苅苍苈芩苫芤腈腶苆赬芦苩鏇軒苌芽苟苉腁陻趀苅苍腁
陻顟閶苌鏠靥苆苌論顁苅 Dodge line 苰裊鉵苃芯苄芨芭腂 
芠苧芩芶苟腁躟苌 4 鍟苉銍裓苰醣芵芽芢腂 
 
(1)  Dodge line 苆賄苎苪苩腵邭跴腶芪軀躿鍉苈襥访苰非芦芽苌苍腁醁芭苄苠 Dodge 芪鞈
鏺芵苄邭跴苰钭镜芵芽 1949 鑎 3 貎腁芠苩芢苍靜蹚芪軀蹻芳苪芽 4 貎裈赾苌花苆苅芠
                                                   
137  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982a腁312-16 闅]腂   66
苩腂陻顟閶芪貟鎢野进諺諔苆芵苄郝鋨芵芽 1947 鑎~1948 鑎苌躞諺芠苩芢苍郭醈轉鞹
芩苧 1948 鑎隖苉躊苩躞諺芪轉鞹芵芽賣苅芠苩腂轝苁苄腁陻顟閶苌酓里苌貟鎢鏠靥苍腁
Dodge line 苌襥访苰軳芯苄芢苈芢芵腁Dodge line 苌镝覿苆苠鏆鞧苅芠苩腂 
(2)  銆醺[1986]芪蹷鍅芷苩鑀芭腁1948 鑎钼苎苜苅醱芢芽閨覿迣辸苌邨芢苍腁1948 鑎苌轉
苭苨苉苍难苧芩苉鏝芭苈苁芽腂邶蹙跠苌莄荾覿詩苢迁铯軒閨覿蹷邔苠 1949 鑎苌辉鎪
苰荳腛荎苉辭芵覺芪苨蹮苟苄芢芽腂 Dodge line 裈酏芩苧閨覿苍鞎芿銅芫苍芶苟苄芢芽腂
苂苜苨腁荃莓荴莌苍 Dodge 芪鞈苩酏苉軻苜苨芩芯苄芨苨腁Dodge line 苍芻苪苉鋇芢
鎢芿苰芩芯芽苌苅芠苩腂鑒芦邷苩覊苌苦芤苈邨芢苌荃莓荴莌苰 Dodge line 苌训赤顈
郼苉苦苁苄训裸苉銾郃覻芳芹芽苭芯苅苍苈芢腂 
† 躟苌釦 4 遽苍腁邶蹙跠苆迁铯跠苌芻苪芼苪苉苂芢苄莄荾芨苦苑躩青閨覿蹷邔腩鎌




† 釦 4 遽.  莄荾閨覿蹷邔苌還裚腆酏貎铤(%) 
                                                   
138  邔躚苍腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1978腁 61腁 64-64 闅]苌腁邶蹙跠腩 22 镩雚醍閽诏腪苆迁铯跠腩 50
镩雚醍閽诏腪苅芠苩腂貴鍔苍腁鏺陻询赳腷陻降豯跏鎝豶腸苅芠苩腂 
139  花苌諏蹀躖軀苍腁[3-3-2]苅販芽闄苌讟软適銻鞦苌鎮購芨苦苑芻苌觰郠苆苠邮趇鍉苅芠苩腂
1945 鑎 12 貎苉 3 誄苉苠鉂芵苈芩苁芽讟闄適銻鞦苍腁1948 鑎苉苍 83%苜苅迣辸芵腁1949
鑎 2 貎苉 100%苰鏋鑪芵芽腂芻苌諮陻鍉鞝青苍腁讟软覿詩芪莄荾覿詩苉诟苃芫莄荾钄苨芪隣
韍苰躸苁芽芩苧芾苆觰郠芳苪苄芢苩腂苜芽腁 1948 鑎 1 貎苉 GHQ 苌 Alber 閨覿鑺讋觛銷苍腁
1947 鑎賣钼苉芨芯苩豯跏辊蹷镗苌资鍝苰閪郍芵苂苂腵鏺陻豯跏苍腁裪躞鍉苉芹苦醊野裀鋨
諺苉鏼苁芽腶苆諏蹀芵芽芵腁5 貎隖苉钭镜芳苪芽釦 2 躟豯跏钒辑苠腵閨覿苌鎫譍苠跰轈裈鞈

































(4)  闐蹒鏠詴醍身遅苌賣苰豰芢芾隯軥鍽苌袰鍣鍽軱苰軱铇苆芷苩 3 鍽顁鞧鏠詴芪醍身遅
芵釦 2 躟譧鍣鏠詴芪钭醫芵芽苌苍 1948 鑎 10 貎 15 鏺苅芠苨腁釦 24 觱醍酉讓苅酓譣
郈苌54.5%苰詬鎾芷苩釥辟鞘苰軻苟芽隯軥躩青鍽芪釦3躟譧鍣鏠詴苰钭醫芳芹芽苌苍
1949 鑎 2 貎 16 鏺苅芠苁芽腂苂苜苨腁鎝邧苰陝苜苈芩苁芽腵闛軧鑨腶芪趑隯苌袳鍼鍉








荦荧莍荃荧询赳鎪軦苌 Joseph M. Dodge 芪腁腵豯跏裀鋨 9 貴醥腶苌軀蹻苉芠芽苁苄腁
MacArthur 貳邃苰覇辕芷苩苦芤苉跄酉銼賣苌 Truman 釥鎝韌芩苧靶邿苰軳芯芽苌苍腁腵 9
貴醥腩Nine-Point Economic Stabilization Program腪腶蹷韟芪钭芹苧苪芽鞂鏺苌 1948 鑎 12
貎 11 鏺苅芠苁芽腂腵 9 貴醥腶 苍腁荁莁莊荊野詏豯跏邭跴苉論芷苩跅趂苌遒譣譀論苅芠苩 NAC
腩National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Problems腪芪辀
铵芵腁趑视裀酓闛迡苌閪雬苉芨芯苩跅趂苌遒譣譀論苅芠苩趑视裀酓闛迡觯譣腩National 
Security Council, NSC腪苰鋊觟芵腁釥鎝韌苌辳鑆苰豯芽芤芦苅腁12 貎 10 鏺苉腁FEC 苌銆
諔蹷韟腩FEC-329腪苆芢芤豠躮苰苆苁苄 MacArthur 貳邃苉鍠鉂芳苪芽腂 
腵9 貴醥腶苍鏆鞧芵芽貈鋨苅苍苈芭腁野鏺部韌邭跴苌鍝誷苉苆苠苈芤遖芽苈醍趇邭跴苰轗
釥邬芵芽 Recommendations with Respect to U.S. Policy toward Japan (NSC-13/2)苌裪閔
苅芠苁芽腂NSC-13/2 苍腁1948 鑎 5 貎苉趑隱迈苉苦苁苄鞧裄芳苪腁鞤詃豒迈苆 NSC 躖隱诇
苌諔苅軡誱苌轃邳苰豯苄腁10 貎 7 鏺苌 NSC 觯譣辳鑆苰豯苄腁鎯貎 9 鏺苉 Truman 釥鎝韌
苌辳鑆苰豯芽苠苌苅芠苩腂20 趀雚苉苭芽苩辔邭跴苰軀蹻苉裚芷苦芤譋鋨芵芽花苌閶辑苌銆




芽苆芦苎腁15 趀苌 Economic Recovery 苆 19 趀苌 Control of Japanese Economic War 
Potential 苌陠鎪閔閪苍芻苪芼苪躟苌鋊苨苅芠苩腂 
 
  15. Second only to U.S. security interests, economic recovery should be made 
the primary objective of United States policy in Japan for the coming period.   
                                                   
140  荒腛荇莓[1983腁覺腁314 闅]苍腁NSC 蹷韟芪鍠芦苧苪苄芩苧 Dodge line 芪荘荞腛荧芷
苩苜苅苌諔苉腁腵郭賣辉苌训韍苅腁 Dodge 鎯靬闛軧鍉苈鉐鏆邭負芪邬鞧芵芽花苆腶苆腵 Dodge
躮豯跏詷苰遍闲芷苩腁诎闗苅釥鉟苈遬閨腩鉲鍣靅遬腪芪醠醊苉轁鑃芵芽花苆腶苆芢芤 2 苂
苌赋襞苈软鞈躖芪譎芫芽花苆苰蹷鍅芵苄腁Dodge 芪鍱钎蹴芾苁芽苧腁"Lucky Joe" Dodge
苆賄苎苪芽芾苫芤苆芵苄芢苩腂鍮闓[1983腁683 闅]苍腁躟苌鑀芭觰郠芵苄芢苩腂腵譧鍣雎釦
2 躟鏠詴芪邬鞧芵芽苌苍 1948 鑎苌 10 貎苅芠苁芽腂鎖躞苌蹩韟閔苌譧鍣鏠詴苉野芷苩钽覞
苍芠苜苨苦芭苈芩苁芽腂芻苪苜苅苌鏠詴芪覽躖苠蹩韟閔苌諧遆苰芤芩芪芤釔鍸苅芠苁芽苌
苉野芵苄腁镋芸芵苠蹩韟閔苌芢芤苈苨苉苈苧苈芢苆芢芤裳进芪芠苁芽苦芤苅芠苩腂腅腅腅躄
苇苠蹩韟閔苆苌顁鞍雰芪詴譣苉软郈芷苩苆芢芤誵轋苠銆蹾芳苪芽腂腶鍮闓[1983]苍 1946 鑎 5
貎芩苧釥醠迈轉郭顁鞍閔銷腩鍲銆芩苧迂詏閔銷腂1948 鑎 9 貎芩苧誯陛銷苰貓隱腪苈苇苌鞧
迪苅腁轉郭賣苌釥醠迈苌野 GHQ 郜迕苉轝躖芵芽釥醠誯鞻苌鏺譌苅芠苩腂鍮闓苍腵躄苇苠蹩
韟閔苆苌顁鞍雰腶苌釣镜軒苌 1 遬苅芠苁芽腂花苌閔閪苍腁鏺譌苌誧赳苉跛芵苄 1966 鑎苉誧
赳芵芽腷詯芦辑腸苌靶雱苉诟芢觱酺類苅芠苩腂 
141  釦 8腁11腁12腁13 趀苅芠苩腂NSC-13/2 苉苂芢苄苍釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1982b腁192-95 闅]
苰蹑迆腂釦 8 趀苌裪閔苉苂芢苄苍賣豦腂   69
  19. Production in, importation into, and use within Japan of goods and 
economic services for bona fide peaceful purposes should be permitted without 
limitation, except:…   
 
荁莁莊荊苌趑视裓蹶苆芵苄詭鋨芵苄芢芽腵9 貴醥腶苌軀蹻鉩詋苅腁SCAP 苌跠邭賚離苆芢
芤辕貾軒鍉鞧迪苅赳鎮芷苩 Dodge 苌雰誄苍腁豠苌迣苅苍 Washington 邭镻芪貈鋨芵芽闻遪
苌躷赳軒苅芠苁芽腂芵芩芵腵9 貴醥腶苌误里鍉苈軀蹻豶触苌跬邬苌釥閔閪苍 Dodge 苌鞈鏺
腩1948 鑎 2 貎 1 鏺腪賣苉銅軨芳苪芽腂142 
 
銆醺[1986腁193-94 闅]芪蹷鍅芷苩鑀芭腁腵豯跏裀鋨 9 貴醥腶苍腁鎝邧軥譠鍉苈蹶酺苆躩青
豯跏苌蹶酺芪趬芶苨芠芢腁醊靥苪苈芢 2 苂苌邭跴闻遪芪辑芩苪苄芢苩镳蹶譣苈閶辑苅芠苩腂 
9 貴醥苌趀雚苍躟苌鋊苨苅芠苩腂 
 
(1)  遞苉醍靜蹚苌诏赴苰苍芩苩花苆腂 
(2)  銥郅豶触苌醣適训覻腂 
(3)  遍靰苌詧銣苌貵轤苈邧賀腂 
(4)  鋀诠苌裀鋨豶触苌鞧裄腂 
(5)  閨覿鎝邧苌训覻腂 
(6)  陦裕苆裗釖鎝邧苌训覻腂 
(7)  靁软購芯躑跞鑺讋邧鍸苌賸鞦覻腂 
(8)  趑蹙貴鞿腅邻镩苌醝蹙腂 
(9)  遈韆轗觗苌賸鞦覻腂 
 
跠邭苌诏赴苆遍靰苌邧賀苰銆道苆芷苩(1)腠(3)苆腁鎝邧苌训覻苉論苭苩(4)腠(9)苌 2 苂苌荏
莋腛荶苉苦苁苄赜邬芳苪腁 9 貴醥苌軀費芪鉐裪裗釖醊迪郝鋨苌述貏芾苆芷苩芪腁 Dodge 苌遞
裓苍跅辉苌 3 趀雚苌軀費苉芠苨腁Dodge line 苆芵苄質苨豰芪苪苩腵邭跴腶苌鏠靥苠芻花苉
芠苩腂143 
                                                   
142  裈迣腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976a腁391-417 闅]腂NSC-13/2 苉苂芢苄苍腁釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺
[1982b腁192-95 闅]腂Dodge 苌鞧迪苆雰誄苉苂芢苄腁鏺陻邭镻苍醁芭芩苧鞝觰芵苄芢芽苦芤
苅芠苩腂芽苆芦苎鍮闓[1983腁327 闅]苍腁1949 鑎 3 貎 18 鏺轉鏺醱芢芽 Dodge 苌觯譣苌譌
類苌銆苉腁GHQ 醤蹑见莁莓药腛苌躟苌荒莁莓荧苰譌芵苄芢苩腂腵 Dodge 苍野鏺覇辕芪轝鞈
隳释蹧苐芳苪苄讏苩苆苌觘镻苌钻鉦苉諮芫 full authority 苰裈苄鑨貭芳苪芽苠苌苅腁ESS
芠芽苨苉軡芵钽野裓販芠苧苎 ESS 苌遬躖赘鍒苠芵苄苦芢韈觰芪芠苩腂 ESS 苌鋱软芵芽閜讻
豶触苍铱迭苉觟釥苅芠苨芵芩苠芻苪芪靌賸苉蹧苍苪苩苆芢芤 assurance 芪苈芢苆苌裳进芪
陻趑苉苍训芢腂腶論顁芵苄腁鎯腁684 闅苰蹑迆腂 
143  1948 鑎 7 貎苉 Marquat ESS 诇銷芩苧鞈邲裀陻銷誯苉賰镴芳苪芽腵豯跏裀鋨 10 貴醥腶
苈苇苉进銥芳苪苩 1948 鑎鉩詋苌 GHQ 苌豯跏邭跴苍腁野过韃陀鍉辔蹻跴苰韱讓芷苩铷覷鍉
苈苠苌苅芠苁芽腂腵 9 貴醥腶苉鎝邧训覻苉論苭苩趀雚芪醽芭諜苜苪芽鞝青苌裪鉛苍腁銼酏苜  70
野鏺部韌邭跴苌鍝誷苉苆苠苈芤遖芽苈醍趇邭跴苰轗釥邬芵芽 NSC-13/2 苌貈鋨觟鋶苅苍
荁莁莊荊邭镻鏠閔苅苠貃芵芢裓販苌野鞧芪芠苁芽腂遖芽苈野鏺邭跴芪譏鎹苉苌苩苜苅苌觟
鋶苅腁腵苠苁苆苠躷鵘苅训音苈鋯赒苰躎苝芽苌苍腶腁 FEC 辔趑苅苍苈芭腁MacArthur 貳邃苆
GHQ 苅芠苁芽腂腵 NSC-13/2 苌釥閔苰讑郢芵芽 MacArthur 苠腁野鏺覇辕苆裸芫誷芦苉苈苁
苄芢芽 9 貴醥蹷韟苍腁芵苔芵苔苈芪苧軳芯鏼苪芴苩苰芦苈芩苁芽苌苅芠苩腂腶 144譧鍣鏠詴苉
9 貴醥芪躦芳苪芽苌苍 1948 鑎 12 貎 19 鏺苌 MacArthur 貳邃苌辑諈苉苦苁苄苅芠苩腂芻苌
銆苅腁腵鎖躞荁莁莊荊譣觯苉鋱软芳苪苄芢芽 1950 鑎鍸野鏺覇辕靜蹚 5 覭 5,600 障荨莋芪鑆
苟苧苪苩芩苇芤芩苆芢芤花苆苍腁鏺陻芪花苌 9 貴醥苰軧苩芩铛芩苉芩芩苁苄芢苩苆芢芤花
苆芪郠难芳苪芽腶腩鍮闓腁1983腁683-84 闅腪腂  
NSC-13/2 苌 Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers 苆釨芵芽 8 趀芪苆苨苭芯轤靶
苅芠苩腂 
 
  8. This Government should not at this time propose or consent to any major 
change in the regime of control. SCAP should accordingly be formally maintained 
in all its existing rights and powers. However, responsibility should be placed to a 
steadily increasing degree in the hands of the Japanese Government. To this end 
the view of the United States Government should be communicated to SCAP that 
the scope of its operations should be reduced as rapidly as possible, with a 
corresponding reduction in personnel, to a point where its mission will consist 
largely of general supervisory observation of the activities of the Japanese 
















144  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976a腁405-9 闅]腂   71
"腁趡苌部韌豒苢鏺陻邭镻苉裪铔镋靶苈苌苍腁趑隯苉量陒邶誈苰覟芵苂芯苩靅譃苅芠苩腂  
 
轤靶苈苌苍腁醱芭腵賣苅苭芩苩花苆芾芪腁Dodge 苌花苌芨郠讳苍腁钼閪苍 Marquat 苌覺
苉芢苩閶誯鉂苉購芯苧苪芽苠苌苅芠苁芽腂花苌閶誯鉂苍荪莅腛腅荦荂腛莋苌遍軒芪醽芭腁
豯跏苰豶触鍉苉襞襣芷苩花苆苉觟鍸苌躩遍苰闸芢苄芢芽腶苆芷苩荒莁莓荧苅芠苩腂145 
Dodge line  苍腁1949 鑎 2 貎 23 鏺苉鏺陻邭镻芩苧 GHQ 苉鋱软芳苪芽 1949 鑎鍸靜蹚裄
苰酧苝釖芦芽腵酧苝釖芦靜蹚裄腶苉进銥芳苪苩腂Dodge 苍腁Washington 苆 MacArthur 貳
邃苌辳鑆苰苆苨苂芯芽芤芦苅腁GHQ 誯鞻苌镳隞苆鏺陻邭镻苌鋂迮苰軳芯苂芯苈芢蹰邨苰貘
躝芵芽腂邔觱苉苭芽苩 Dodge膁鉲鍣觯鉫苰豯苄腁Dodge 苍腵镝钻苌被芢酛鉵腶苅芠苩腵酧
苝釖芦靜蹚裄腶苰 3 貎 22 鏺苉鏺陻邭镻苉鋱躦芵芽腂譧鍣軱醊苍腁詴譣腁非鍽苰苍芶苟腁裀
陻苢跠詅苌镳隞苰靽芦苄腁苙苆英苇隳轃邳苅 Dodge 裄苰邭镻裄苆芵苄趑觯苖鋱软芵芽腂靜
蹚苍 4 貎 20 鏺苉邬鞧芵芽腂146 
Dodge 苍 1949 鑎 5 貎苉譁趑芵芽腩5 貎 2 鏺苉覡镬软赠腪腂腵鞤豒迈苌靶邿苅 10 貎隖苉跄
鍸鞈鏺芷苩苜苅苉腁豯跏裀鋨邭跴芪詭軀苈邬賷苰芽苇苨苂苂芠苩花苆苍难苧芩苆苈苁芽腂腶
147 
Dodge line 苉训芭钽钭芵芽 Cohen 苍腁賣苉躟苌荒莁莓荧苰蹣芵芽腩荒腛荇莓腁 1983腁覺腁
353 闅腪腂苠苁苆苠腁銩酎郭醈苌陵钭苍 1950 鑎 6 貎苅芠苩腂 
 




                                                   




苨詯芦苄芨苨苜芷腶腩譻腁1955腁6 闅腪腂  


















苅苍腁 Dodge line 苍趂鍸邬銷苌諮铕豠邬苉釥芫芭赶貣芵芽腂腵 Dodge line 苍腁鉎苌邭跴芩腈腶
苆芢芤郝離苍镳雑苅芠苩腂 
 
[6-7].  釦 6 郟苌靶雱腆腵部韌邭跴腶苌镝覿 
 


















陻郟苅苍腁腵豘軎邶蹙腶邭跴苰苍芶苟苆芷苩 1947 鑎腠1948 鑎苌躞諺苌鏺陻邭镻苌豯跏邭
跴苉非芦芽邧雱腅襥访苉迅鍟苰趇苭芹苄腁陻顟閶苌雚鍉苉镳观貇苈铍裍苅部韌邭跴苌误里
鍉鏠靥苰諈鉐苉运觮芵芽苉芷芬苈芢腂陻郟苌腵苜苆苟腶苆芵苄苌腵部韌邭跴腶苌镝覿苠腁
                                                   
148  跅賣苌閶迍苍腁Cohen[1987腁p.6]苅苍躟苌苦芤苉苈苁苄芢苩腂陼雳苉跛芵苄靰芢苧苪芽
襰質铅苆苌論顁苍镳难苅芠苩腂'America had won its right to intervene with blood rather 
than with financial aid, of course, but also the Japanese people themselves were part of 


























GHQ 芪郭铆靥譞軒苌釟闟腩9 貎 11 鏺詊蹮腪苰辜芢苄腁適銓腩8 貎 30 鏺腪賣 1 莕貎靝苉
苭芽苁苄苙苚郃諏苌釔鍸苰苆苁苄芢芽苌苍腁銼郚鎝躡芩苧諔郚鎝躡闻躮苖苌鍝誷苉钺芤譀
赜苌邮铵苉軨諔軦苁芽花苆腁諔郚鎝躡苌貴醥苉迆苧芵苄腁芵苎苧芭鏺陻醤苌躩钭鍉觼詶苌



























                                                   
150  釥醠迈跠邭蹪躺[1976a腁 184 闅]腂鏺陻邭镻苍腁銼郚豒邭苅苍苈芭諔郚鎝躡闻躮苰讁苟芽腂
花苌讁苟苰軳芯鏼苪芽苌苍腁賺雘鎞銅裈鞈苌諏蹀苅腁腵躖釔芪靜酺裈迣苉閽覸苅腁銼郚豒邭
苉賅躷芷苩镋靶芪钖芭腁Washington 苌靜鋨芵芽闻遪苰酓雊鍉跌靰芵苄苠道鑺芪苈芢腁苆苌




Henry Morgenthau, Jr.苌隼酏苆貋苑苂芭腁Morgenthau plan 苅芠苩腂諈鉐苉苍腁釥醠迈跠
邭蹪躺[1976a腁12-22 闅]苰蹑迆腂野荨荃荣部韌邭跴軀蹻觟鋶苉芨芢苄苠裓販苌野鞧苍貃芵
芭腁腵邳迭覻腶苍荘莀腛荘苉苍適苜苈芩苁芽腂芽苆芦苎 Gillingham[1991, p.365]苍
Conclusion 苅躟苌鑀芭荒莁莓荧芵芽腂'The [Roosevelt's] Grand Design had little value as 
a reconstruction strategy, and the wartime domestic consensus behind it crumbled with 
the death of Roosevelt and the onset of peace. No master hand or idea guided America's 
postwar foreign policy; when not merely an emergency response, it was the product of 
interventions by representatives of factions split off from what had been the New Deal 
coalition. After 1945 America was at war with itself in Germany, Europe and the world 
at large. U. S. military government in the defeated Reich was chaotic. From one side 
practical men pushed for recovery without reform, on the other radicals demanded 
precisely the opposite. Such conflicts had to be resolved and coherence introduced into 
U.S. policy before conditions in Germany and in Europe could be normalized. 
  There was nothing elegant about the political stabilization process in the 
United States. It began with the expulsion of the Left and was accompanied by a 
thundering anti-Communist rhetoric that would eventually cause brain disorders in the 
body politic. Yet crude methods were needed to consolidate bipartisan support for the 













                                                   
152 腵邭镻譀論腶酓里苆苆苠苉芻苌赜邬莁莓药腛苌躿腁芳苧苉腵邭跴腶野进苆苈苁芽遬芽芿
苌腵邭镻譀論腶莁莓药腛苉野芷苩鑆躯苠釥芫芭襥访芵芽苍芸苅芠苩腂諔郚鎝躡苆苈苁芽花








鏺苌苦芤苉 Dodge 苆諧趇苭芹腁Dodge 苉腵蹏轥蹭腶苆芠芾隼芳苪苄芢芽 3 遬苌 1 遬苅芠苩
鍮闓苍腁MacArthur 苌閛誯 Bunker 釥趲苉腵蹩韟閔苌遬腘苍詔苋苦芢遬苎芩苨苅芠苩芪腁
豯跏離釨苉苂芢苄酦遬芪醽芭郠鎾韍芪苈芢腂苠芤辭芵郠鎾韍苌芠苩遬閨苰苦花芵苄苠苧芦
苈芢芾苫芤芩腶苆酩芦苄芢芽腂Dodge 鑨貭苌貈鋨苉苂芢苄 Bunker 芩苧腵豎芪芢苁苄芢芽
苦芤苈遬閨芪芢苦芢苦鞈苩花苆苉苈苁芽苦腶苆运觮芳苪芽苆芢芤腩鍮闓腁1983腁684 闅腪腂 
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